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territorial EtcitUry't Offlt

WEATHER FORECAST
Tonight Flf and Warmer; Tuesday Cloudy With Snow

VOL. XXXII No. S3

FIGHT OPENS
ON SENATOR

EAS'I LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO, MONDAY, JANUARY 9, 191 1
WOMAN SENT TO ASYLUM
After holding an examination jnto
the sanity of Mrg. Jesusita Lucero
this morning, Juge Clarence
Roberts, In chambers committed the
woman to the territorial hospital for
the insane. E. C. Ward, acting city
marshal, and Enrique Sena, deputy
sheriff, testified, as did Drs. C.
Gordon and E- B. Shaw, who examined
the woman. The J woman had several
fits lately and is said
hysterical
to have symptoms of insanity, al
this
though she talked coherently
COLD WAVE
WORK
morning. Mrs. Lucero told a pitiful HOWLING
story of poverty and sickness. It Is
ING THIS WAY AT A RAPID
believed treatment in the hospital
RATE
for the insane will soon restore hf
to a normal state of mind.
Judge Roberts today also heard ACCOMPANIED BY FIERCE GALE
and nnde decrees in several civil
cases. He will return some time next
week to take up other court busl SWEPT DOWN ON THE PACIFIC
NORTHWEST LAST NIGHT
ness.

BLIZZARD IS
DUE BEFORE

-

LORIMER

MORNING

Ortiz. No. C.rFelipe Baca y Garcia,
Justice; Adolfo Crespin, constable
building of Cleofes Armljo.
The candidates named in the four
precincts above are all members of
the republican party. In few pre
cincts of the country isHhere organ
ized opposition. The election
has
not created a great amount of inter
est.
DEADLOCK IN NEW YORK
Albany, N. Y., Jan. 9. Few of

CITY EDITION

FORAKER ADVISES TAFT
Washington, Jan. 9. A contribu
tion designed to clarify the confused
situation that has arisen over the
right of the United States to futify
the Panama canal has just been submitted by Former Senator Foraker
of Ohio, to President Taft who made
it public. Throughout the period in
which the
treaty was
negotiated and ratified Senator For
aker advised with John Hay, then
secretary of state, and made many
of the suggestions that were incorHOLD
CONFERENCE porated into the treaty preserving ST. LOUIS MAN SUED FOR $50,000
to this government the right to take
IN NEW' YORK TO PROTECT
BY BRIDE WHOM HE
such means as it deemed necessary
BANK8
DUPED
to protect the canal and the sh'ppins
without specifically author'zing fortiNO REAL CAUSE FOR ALARM fications.
COURT REVOKES HIS PAROLE

FINANCIERS

MILLIONAIRE

FORESTALL

ELOPED ONCE

rt

A PANIC

the

TOD OFTEN

supporters of the candidates for the
BEVERIDGE PRESENTS MINORir
who reUnited States senatorship
mained over the legislative lecess go
REPORT OF INVESTIGATING
so far as to assert that tha man they
COMMITTEE
favor has a sure lead. .The senatorial
situation remains about as ;t was at
OWEN OFFERS RESOLUTION
the end of last week, when Chants
F. Murphy, the Tammany lealer, and
Edward M. Sheppard an William F. CARNEGIE
ACCIDENT ON ELEVATED LINE
COMPANY
SCORCH
TRUST
ILLINOIS STATESMAN
GRIEF IN STORE FOR CHARLES
Sheehan, the two candidates' who
&-..Kansas
9.
,.
Jan.
R. DRUMMOND IF HE IS
INGLY DENOUNCED IN BOTH
FAILURE
Mo.,
City,
Eight
DECLARER
have been making the most active
"persons were injured here last night
ISOLATED
FROM ALASKA
ONE
INSTANCES
APPREHENDED
campaigns, returned to New York.
when a westbound street car on the
PORTUGUESE PAPERS MOBBED
The leaders still have a week beelevated road at the Union depot
Lisbon, Jan. 9. The popular fury
ACCUSED ADDRESSES SENATE
WIRE SYSTEMS ARE CRIPPLED fore the democratic caucus on the STILL SEVERAL RUNS RESULT jumped the track.
The car was MUST SERVE JAIL SENTENCE
aroused by the publication again of
senatorship and today democratic
before
stopped
leaving the viaduct by
the monarchist newspapers culminat
members of both houses consider that
the
second
of the depot. Fail IRATE
MORGAN
J.
story
ASSIST
P.
OFFERS
manlfesta POSTAL
AND ed yesterday in violent
DECLARES HIS INNOCENCE
AND WESTERN UNION thus far the leaders have reached
FATHER OF HIS NEWLY
ure of the air brakes to work proper
tions.
The
offices
of
ANCE
TO
theree
INSTITUTIONS
newspa
no decision.
INNOCENCE OF HIS FRIENDS
MADE WIFE TAKES FICKLE
TELEGRAPH COMPANIES
ly is said to have caused the acci
pers were wrecked and It was neces
AFFECTED
MAN'S TRAIL
HARD HIT BY STORM
OF BRIBERY CHARGES
dent. It is said none of the injured
order
to
out
sary
troops to disperse
'
will
die.
the mobs. Soldiers are now guardNew York, Jan. 9. The financial
St. Louis, Mo., Jan. 9. Mrs. Char
Denver, .lan.9. A genuine mid
Washington, Jan. 9. The fight to ing the premises.
was decidedly clearer today
situation
lotte Vincent (Drummond, the third
winter blizzard, not of the Medicine
prevent United States Senator Wil
as the result of conferences held last
wife of Charles R, Drummond, the
liam Lorimer of Illinois, retaining his
Hat variety, but right off the ice from
night to provide against any unset
member of a millionaire family, filed
seat, opened today, with, the contest
Alaska, is working eastward at great
tled stabl'lty of the financial organisuit in the circuit court today for
zations allied with the Carnegie Trust
between Senators Beveridge of Inspeed. It struck the north Pacific
damages In the sum of $50,000, for
company. One thing appeared to be
a bigamous marriage which Drumcoast last night in the form of a
diana, ana Owen of Oklahoma, both
plain. That was that the trouble of
mond contracted with her at midfifty-mil- e
of whom contested for the right to
gale, and a heavy rain,
the Carnegie Trust company and Its
night, on December 8, last, at Claya
fire the first gun in the cause.
which left
wreckage of plate glass
allied was isolated and the failure
ton, Mo. She sued in her maiden
Senator Beveridge, by virtue of beindows and telegraph and telephone SENATOR GALLINGER
BELIEVES was not indicative of any widespread
that of Charlotte Vincent; Last
name,
on
ing a member of the committee
trouble in the financial world.
ires in Seattle and other cities, and
WILL
BREAK
MEASURE
Tuesday Drummond pleaded guilty
a
and
elections,
gained
privileges
There was a slight run on the UNUSUAI
this morning is drenching the coun
ACCORDED to a charge of bigamy, and was giv
HONOR
EXISTING MONOPOLY
victory, by filing the minority report
In Harlem this
Ward
bank
Twelfth
en a sentence or six months in
MEETINGS
AT MOKA try as far east as Reno, Nev. It is
OFFSPRING OF DEAD WEST
of the investigating committee, at- ROUSING
but the depositors Boon
and fined $500. The jail sentence was
morning,
VIRGINIA STATESMAN
AND WAGON MOUND PROVE
stormy all down the California coast
Washington, Jan. 9. Senator Gal- were reassured and many went away
tacking the position of his colleagues
during good behavior. This
suspended
on the committee who voted to exITS POPULARITY
today, and the Postal and Western linger today introduced the revised without withdrawing their deposits
morning Prosecuting Attorney Milla
which There was also some excitement in
onerate the Illinois senator.
Charleston, W. Va., Jan. 9. Gover filed a motion for the revocation of
Union Telegraph companies are hav ocean mail and subsidy bill,
eliminates from the present consid the savings department of the Nine nor Glasscock late last night signed Drummond's parole on the charge
.Senator Owen, however, introduced
beto
That Mora county is going
their troubles, hardly a wire
pile
lines and aperation all
a resolution, declaring the election up a big majority for the proposed ing
Ward; bank at 67th street and the commission of Davis Elkins as that he has violated the parole. Drum
in working order west of Salt plies only to the establishment of teenth avenue
ing
void.
and
of Senator Lorimer null
and at its branches on United States senator from West mond Is believed to be In New York.
Third
constitution at the election January Lake.
According to the Denver ocean mail service on routes to South 86th and 72nd streets, where several Virginia to succeed his father, Ste- Judge Wurdeman revoked: the parole.
The conclusion of Mr. Beveridge's 21 is shown by the enthusiasm 'own
in the shape' American ports ivutu of the equator, hundred people were In line.
There phen B. Elkins, who died a few days
The arrest of Drummond on B.
t
renort read:
at the big statehood meetings held in weather bureau, a storm
once
. Argentine,
was
sent
at
is
A
that
Uruguay,
messenger
Brazil,'
ago.
Jr.
charge of violating the parole on
J.
was no disorder, however.
"That this election was Invalid Mora and Wagon Mound, the two of snow, followed by a plunge down
to
The total expendi
deliver the docu- which he escaped a six months Jail
to
Peru.
and
Chile
Washington
whatever
to
has
give
agreed
law."
of
view
under any possible
principal townB of that county, Satur ward of the temperature will sweep ture of any one year is not to exceed Morgan
to necessary to ment to the new senator, who will sentence for bigamy, was requested
With Mr. Beveridge s report was day evening and last night. Gover over the Rocky Mountains and east- four millions and shall not In any financial assistance
demo- in a telegram sent to the New York
the Nineteenth ward and the Twelfth hold office until the incoming
the statement "that William Lorimer nor WTilliam J. Mills was tha prin ward tonight or tomorrow morning.
amount of revenue ward banks.
elects a successor. police today by Attorney Mills. Drumcratic
exceed
case
the
legislature
was not duly and legally elected to cipal speaker at. both meetings and
Davis ElklnB is the eldest son of mond eloped with a girl last Thursreceived from the foreign mail ser
his Beat In the United States senate his remarks were received with In
tha late West Virginia statesman.
day afternoon and is now believed
vice.
It will
is
!by the legislature of Illinois."
in
home
Morgan- - to be In New York.
terest and applause. At Mora Chas.
believe
whose
bill
the
framersof
The
IN
UNCLE JOE CANNON
Before the report was filed, Sen A. Spiess, District Attorney Charles SCANT INTEREST
Drummond, a thrice married memtown, W. Va., is now in Washington
break the monopoly in ocean transbrief
a
speech,
made
ad
Mr. El- ber of a millionaire tobacco family,
ator Lorimer
mother.
States
of
his
United
W. O. Ward and others spoke in
home
at
the
the
between
portation
declaring his Innocence of bribery dition to the governor. The part re
THE ELECTION TODAY and the principal countries of South
LICKS JNSURGENTS kins is president of the Elkins Coal was paroled Tuesday after he had
In
marfriend3
his
of
and the innocence
& Coke company and the Morgan-tow- n pleaded guilty to a .bigamous
turned yesterday morning from Mora
America. The new service would rewas
who
in
Tlfeld
wife
practices
third
corrupt
C.
his
railroad.
Louis
&
twen
of
with
any participation
in the automobiles
KIngwood
riage
quire the construction of from
NEW RULES RESOLUTION
EVERY PRECINCT IN SAN MIGUEL
DEFIES
In
Vincent.
situation
paroling
Charlotte
Miss
of
an
in connection with his election.
political
and William Harper.
unique
capable
Facing
ty to thirty steamshipa,
COUNTY WAS THE SCENE
In his report, Mr. Beveridge declarAND APPEAL FROM DECISION
the state legislature of West Vir- him Judge Wurdeman exaoted a proGovernor Mills, C. A. Spiess and
a speed of at least sixteen knots an
beconclued that the testimony was
SUSTAINED
Mr Ward boarded Santa Fe train
VOTING
of
NOT
IS
OF
eight
ginia will convene at Charleston on mise of sobriety and good moral
hour and a gross tonnage
his
enough
more
than
pohavior. He apparently began
sive that "far
No. 10, and went to Wagon Mound
Wednesday. The solution of the
to twelve thousand tons, to be built
the preparation for the elopment with the
dewhich,
litical
by
hot
complication
the
coun
bribery was practiced to Invalidate There they were met by Judge Clar
navy
Another
9.
on
by
San
approved
Jan.
in
Miguel
designs
Washington,
Every precinct
latest flame as soon as he bad reto
of United States Senator
Roberts and the four ad
the election of Mr. Lorimer.
election for the se partment. The ships would have
over the rules in" the house and death
an
held
twofight
today
ty
of
a
would
selection
it
require
turned to the city from Clayton.
now involves the
Whether
to the government
dressed a big meeting last night
and be turned over
of horns between Speaker
the
locking
to
the
The girl's father lives at Eurek3
falls
two
thirds vote or only a majority of the Bias Sanchez, superintendent of the lection of a Justice of the peace
wholly
American
senators,
one
in times of- war. Not
senate to unseat Mr. Lorimer, Is an Mora county schools, iiad charge of constable to serve during the next steamship, now running on any of the Cannon and his opponents, came to democratic party.
Springs, Ark. He has taken the trail
Five candidates, Including the ac of the eloping pair, and those who
a head this afternoon. In ruling on
interesting question which ha3 arisen the arrangements for the meeting two years,or until a state government routes, is covered by the bill.
and receptive, were in line to know him believe that in him Drum
tive
in the contest begun today. The He had advertised it so well that
incumthe rules resolution by Representative
is inaugurated. The present
op-1B- - Scott, rethe
whether
mond will find a- variety of father-200
answer depends upon
people
large crowd was present,
Fuller of Illinois, the speaker held succeed Senator Nathan
bents of these offices had imagined
to
seeks
Tiorimer
n
death
Mt
Elkins
with which he is not familiar,
Mr.
o
since
and
remarks
The
last
publican
yVDil.bAWU
being turned away.
that the action of the house
AVALANCHES SWEEP
forward
of his extensive experience.
been
connect him with any corrupt rract the speakers met the approval of the they would hold over under the pro
others
two
put
have
curtailed
regardless
was
his
power
spring, when
same
act
the
that
show
to
One
with whom the girl
the
of
vacancies.
enabling
visions
Mrs.
voters
other
or
or
one
attempts
Elliott,
the
ices
merely
was "not a precedent but a revolu for
propounded to them by tha
ALL BEFORE THEM tion." This defiance was answered of these is John H. Holt, of Hunting !has lived at s4057 Shenandoah avehe was the beneficiary of corruption Governor Mills and Judge Roberts re as other county officers, but several
for which he was not responsibleThe ton, democratic nominee for gover- nue since her parents moved to
turned on the Limited this morning, weeks ago Attorney General Frank
by an appeal from the chair.
Senators who have made close the governor going: through to San
330
to nor in 1900; the other is Dr. A. S. Eureka Springs, says Drummond had
W. Clancy delivered an opinion whic.i DEATH AND RUIN IN WAKE OF house sustained the speaker
been very attentive to the girl for
studies of election contest cases seem ta Fe. Messrs. Ward and Spiess
Grim, of St. Marys.
votea
53. The insurgent republicans
required the election of Justices and
that if the resolution to came in this afternoon.
FEARFUL SLIDES IN MOUNsix
months, even in the time he was
to overrule the speaker, but got little
constables as usual.
Mrs. Drummond No. 3 last
ITALY
OF
unseat Mr. Lorimer should contend
TAINS
marrying
support from the democrats.
In Precinct 29 the election was
ANARCHISTS WILL
He called on the girl fre
month.
that he was Involved principally in
It.
D.
held in the city hall. Judge
the bribery charges that have been NEW VEGAS-MOR- A
quently, took her out in his motor
c
Turine. Italy, Jan. 9. Tremendous
Murray was a candidate for
a investieated.
the
lily
DIAZ TO INCREASE ARMY
car
and, as is customary with Mai
AMERICA
are
reported,
COHETO
tion as Justice and O. L. Gregory van avalanches in the Alps
the
on
ma
vote
to
9.
An
be
his
in
importwould
Jan.
course
courtship, he gave her beauEl Paso, Tex.,
AUTOMOBILE RECORD for constable. In Precinct Z on che particularly in the Province of Cuneo
army
tiful
in
diamonds,
the
quite as valuable as
tlon of expulsion, to carry which iwostanding
increase
ant
and
of
Limont
West side Jose Blea ran for justice Between the villages
Miss Vincent on the
ANDREW D. WHITE,
preshe
from
those
the
Tesult
will
Mexico
gave
thirds of the senate would have to
of
estimated
two
snowslides,
and Demetrio Rivera came before Vernante
HIS
DRIVES
eve of her becoming Mrs. Drummond
revolution in the northern part
be recorded in the affirmative.
LOUIS C. ILFELD
ADOR, ISSUES WARNING TO
the public for election as constable at a million cubic feet, have obstruc ent
the
to
declare
the
to
No. 3.
IN
According
MILES
30
If the motion were
of
Hill
that
country.
THE
Maddalena
GOVERNMENT
CAR
Near
MOTOR
The election was held at the home of ed the railway.
Mexico City four
of
Herald
election of Mr. Lorimer to have been
According to Mrs. Elliott, Drum
Mexican
one
In
Isolated.
are
MINUTES
45
in
AND
homea
many
ONE HOUR
Juan B. Maes. The candidates
two
made very handsome gifts to
and
mond
regi
Invalid and void and It was admitted
of
cavalry
New York, Jan. 9. A small army
the other West side precincts and valley the only things appearing regiments
now being or
and at one time made her a
the
are
of
ments
girl
there was no evidence to connect him
are
artillery
the
tops
snow
chimney
of accomplished European anarclists
C. II f eld now holds the rec- the polling places were as follows: above the
Louis
vote
a
majority
definite
to
the
added
only
regular
to
be
with the bribery,
proposition to give her $5,000
and criminals are shortly coming to
made the fastest tinu? No. 5, Pablo Vigil, justice; Antonio and the upper ends of telegraph ganized
s
if
would
she
elope with, him to Eur
of a auorum of the senate would be ord for having
of
the
republic.
army
house of Pablo poles.
this country to join the thugs, yeggmo- between Mora and Las Vegas i'l an Gallegoa,' constable;
ope,
required to adopt or reject the
men and blackhanders, who already
automobile. Yesterday morning, with
tion.
enjoy American hospitality, accordGovernor Mills and the party of
the
big
addressed
who
had
ing to Andrew D. White, former presi
speakers
HAUL MADE
dent of Cornell university and former
at Mora Saturday night, Mr.
meeting
SCENE
SANTA RITA
amassador to Russia and Germany.
Ilfeld drove has touring car the full
In a statement to the press, Dr. White
BY BANK ROBBERS
,
30 miles in 1 hour and 45 minutes.
urges the immediate passage of laws
OF BOLD ROBBERY The road is not in the best of con
foflSTATEHOOD.
to bar from the shores of the United
on January 21 FOR ME CONSTITUTION is
dition, but Mr. lfeld's careful drivcombinof1 his car
States the flood of undesirables, who, INSTITUTION IN SMALL WEST
the
and
speed
of
ing
Independence.
The question is not one of Politics it is one
VIRGINIA VILLAGE LOOTED
he declares, will hasten hither as soon
YEGGMEN BLOW SAFE, SECURING ed to make the run a dandy. William
itself.
i
as England expels them. OF CONTENTS
The best argument in favor of the CONSTITUTION is the fundamental law
ALL THE MONEY AND STAMPS Harper, who had other member i of
to
in
the party in his car, made the trip
to
IT CONTAINED
the"years
perform
Not a man in New Mexico will have a more importanftluty
in 1 hour and 55 minutes, Ilfeld bear-- t
HARMON IS SWORN IN
Wheeling, , W. Va., Jan. 9. The
JANUARY
21.
SATURDAY,
him
on
confront
will
flnfv
which
If
mo tian trip
in- ,iia timn nnlv 10 minutes.
e
Columbus, O., Jan. 9. Judson Har First National Bank of Elm Grove,
El Paso, Tex., Jan. 9. The postof-flce
who votes i mon was inaugurated governor of a village near here, was looted by
can be made
He who votes for the CONSTITUTION votes for a greater New MdccH-hat Santa Rita, Grant county, such Rood records
the
;
'
say
Ohlb today for the second time, with robbers early today. The vault was
New Mexico, was robbed Saturda: the present highway,
AGAINST the CONSTITUTION votes to remain in the rut of territorialism.
made
be
easily
can
drive
the
the
the severest Jeffersonlan simplicity. dynamited and all the money, between
stamps
all
Practically
night.
CONSTITUTION.
Of- in an hour and thirty minutes aftei
THE
FOR
to
vote
taken.
were
The omission of an Inaugural address three and four thousand dollare, was
on
mind
hand
Mr. Voter, make up your
today
and money
of the new Mora
secured by tha robbers.
made the occasion unusual.
ficers from Silver City have traced the completion
road.
the robbers' to the mountains.
ALL-NIGH- T

INTRODUCES NEW

ENTHUSIASM FOR

OCEAN MAIL AND

CONSTITUTION

SUBSIDY BILL

GOVERNOR

IIS

ELKINS' SON
AS SENATOR

BOUNDLESS

a

trans-Pacifi-

c

El-kin- s

-

in-la-

v

IT MEANS- STATEHOOD

Ate

a.ii.o-driver-

ate

$4,000
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LAS VEGAS IN PUBLIC EYE THESE
DAYS; MANY LETTERS OF INQUIRY

REPUBL CANSMAY

LOSE CONTROL

People In all sections of

OF SENATE
DEATHS

FIVE

MEMBERS

AMONG

HAS CUT MAJORITY
SLENDER

TO

THREAD

'
Washington, Jan. 9. Five deaths
senate
since
in the
the adjournment
of the last session has directed at
tention to the fact that republican
d
control throughout the
a slender
congress hangs
upon
thread. A deadlock in one or two of
the legislatures and two deaths among
senators known to be in rather fee
ble health would result in the re
tirement of the republicans from
power.
Before the death of Senator
the senate consisted of 92 mem
bers, 59 republicans and 33 demo
crats, a republican majority of 26,
In the
congress the
democrats will make a net gain of
9, electing men of that party from
the following states, now represent
ed by republicans: Indiana, Nebraska, Montana, New York, New Jersey,
Missouri and West
Ohio, Maine,
Virginia, two being chosen by the
legislature of the last state. From
North Dakota a republican will be
sent in the place of the democrat
now serving under appointment of a
(democratic governor. This democratic gain of nine reduces the republican majority to eight. A change
Of five senators would give the democrats control.
Senator Brown of Nebraska, Senator Frye of Maine, Senator Root of
New York, Senator Briggs of New
Jersey, Senator Burton of Ohio, Senator Nixon of Nevada, Senator Bradley .of Kentucky and Senator Dixon
of Montana, will represent states in
that congress which have elected
democratic
Should
legislatures.
there be any change in the list mentioned a democratic successor will be
chose. Two, possibly three, senators,
In this list, are known to be In poor
health, and there is a possibility of
a .deadlock In the legislatures of
Massachusetts, Delaware and Rhode
Sixty-secon-

Sixty-secon-

d

Island- -

Taking into consideration all the
elements of doubt the situation is
not at
all
The
reassuring:.
realize
hold
their
republicans
upon the control of the senate de
pends largely upon continued good
health of senators and prompt action
by the legislatures in several states.
The possibilities that suggest loss of
power are disconcerting to many republicans.
To bring about the republican majority of eight, must be counted
eleven Insurgents, ibut there is little
cause to fear that in any circumstances would these men form a
coalition with the democrats either
to reorganize the senate or enact
legislation of a political character.
The out and out insurgents are
Bristow, Brown, Clapp,
Cummins,
Dixon, LaFollette,
Poindexter and
Gronna. The successor to Senator
Young of Iowa, probably also will be
a Cummins adherent. The senators
In the next congress who will be progressive or have such tendencies, are
Borah, Townsend, Crawford, Gamble,
Bourne and Nelson.
Of the "old guard" the men who
dominate the affairs of the senate
Aldrich, Burrows, Carter, (Depew,
Hale, Kean and Scott, will retire on
March 4, and Senator Elklns is
dead. The remnant remaining of the
"organization" consists of Cullom,
Frye,
Gallinger,
Lodge, Perkins,
Smoot, Warren and Penrose. Whether
the democrats obtain control, the in
dications point to the loss of power
of the regulars who for many years
lhave dominated legislation
in the
senate.
NEW

DEMOCRATIC

GOVERNOR

Salem, Ore., Jan. 9. The Inaugu
ration of Governor Oswald West as
chief executive of the state of Ore
gon today was attended by the pag
eantry and pomp which are usually
made a part of the ceremonies on tne
occasion of the administration of the
formal oath of office to the first mag
istrate of the commonwealth.

Wits

1

Work
On

Well

POSTUM
"There's a Reason"

the United

States are reading things about Las
Vegas and San Miguel county, and
what they read is causing them to
exhibit a lively Interest In this community. It would seem as though no
isolated burg In the extreme corner
of the country is too far remote to
be in touch with what Las- - Vegas is
doing. Folks down east and way out
west are feeling the lure that leads
them to New Mexico and at the same
time manifesting an interest in the
northern portion of the near state.
Hardly a day passes but what Secretary George A. Fleming of the
Commercial club does not receive at
least one letter from some Inquiring individual from some distant
state asking what this section offers
in the way of opportunity for what
ever business the correspondent happens to be engaged in. Some are people with a nest egg laid away who
want to invest In a small plot of
are
Others
productive
ground.
health seekers who have heard much
of the glorious climate of New Mexico and want to come out where the
sun shines 365 days in the year, and
TWENTY-FIV-

"

E

where there are mountains to rear
their lofty summits Into the eternal
blue. Every day the postmaster is
receiving inquiries about Las Vegas
and San Miguel county, and these
are Immediately turned over to the
secretary of the Commercial club.
Frequently also, inquiries are received by The Optic with requests that
a "sample copy of the paper" be sent
Everywhere throughout the length
and breadth of this grand old country of ours American citizens are beresourcecoming interested in the
ful section within the confines of
San Miguel county.
A day or two ago Secretary Flemfrom
ing responded to Inquiries
northwestern Washington and the
state of Maine, the two most distant
states In the union. Copies of that
beautiful illustrated descriptive booklet recently issued by the Commercial club have been sent out broadcast, and they are bringing results.
But the campaign of advertising
has only Just begun. Beginning now
in conjunction with the bureau of
immigration, Las Vegas and San Ml
guel county are going, to be widely
advertised and in the proper way.

KISSED OLD WOMEN

STATES

ANDJECAME RICH

SHAREJN INCREASE

HOUSE

MEMBERSHIP

TIONMENT

PLAN

APPOR

THEY REMEMBERED

CONSIDERED

Washington, Jan. 9. The proposed
apportionment under the bill Intro
duced
by Chairman Crumpacker,
which fixes the house membership at
433, will be:
10
Alabama
7
Arkansas
11
California
4
Colorado
5
.
Connecticut
1
Delaware
4
Florida
12
Georgia
2
Idaho
27
.
Illinois
13
Indiana
11
Iowa
8
Kansas
H
Kentucky
8
Louisiana
4
Maine'
6
Maryland
16
Massachusetts
13
Michigan
10
Minnesota
(
3
'
Mississippi
16
Missouri
2
Montana
6
Nebraska
1
Nevada ;
2
New Hampshire
12
New Jersey
43
New York
10
North Carolina
3
North Dakota
Ohio

CLEVELAND

PHYSICIAN IN THEIR
WILLS

IS BEING

Cleveland, O., Jan. 9. The heirs of
Mrs. Rebecca Lord, who died last
February, are contesting her will,
which bequeaths most of her estate,
amounting to $50,000, to Dr. Jonathan
F. Black. On the witness stand the
doctor testified that in the past ten
years he had kissed at least a dozen
women, most of them old enough to
be his mother; that in the few years
in which he had known Mrs. Lord
he had kissed her and had written
her letters almost daily.
He said he sent her gifts of flowers,
fruits, candy and at one time sent
her a pet fox terrior. Seven years
ago, he said, he gave up a good prac
tice in Cambridge, Mass., and came
here.
"I lived at Mrs. Lord's home, but
I didn't pay any board, as I did work
around the house," he testified.
carried the coal downstairs and
cleaned out the ashes."
The doctor also testified to having
kissed Mrs. Harriet M. Jennings, in
Cambridge, Mass. When she died it
was found that she had willed him
$500. Mrs. Sophronia Day, who died
at the age of seventy, was another
woman Dr. Black said he had kissed.
When she died he got $1,000 from

her estate.
A detective

'

agency located Dr.
Black s mother at Erie, Pa- - It was
22 found that the doctor often sent her
3 gifts.
3
"Yes," he said, "I often bought the
36 presents with money I won with my
3 kisses."
Besides this, he asserted, he had
7
3 a hank account of $50,000.

Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
10
Tennessee
18
Texas
2
Utah
2
Vermont
10
Virginia
5
Washington
6
West Virginia
H
Wisconsin
1
Wyoming
,
over
an
increase
This represents
the present membership as follows:
Alabama, Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Louisiana, Michigan, MinDakota,
nesota, Montana, North
Ohio Oregon, Rhode Island, South
Dakota, Utah and West Virginia, 1
each; Illinois, Massachusetts, New
Jersey, Texas and Washington, 2
each; California and Oklahoma, 3
each; Pennsylvania, 4, and New York,
6.
Since New Mexico and Arizona
are not yet states, no provision is
made for them. However, New Mex
ico's population will entitled her to
two representatives and the population of Arizona to one.

HOBOS WILL REPEAT
COXEY ARMY STONT
JOHN EADS NOW TO LEAD ARMY
OF FELLOW TRAMPS ON 360
MILE JAUNT
St. Louis, Mo., Jan. 9. A repetition
the march of Coxey's army, carried
out on a smaller scale, la planned by
Dr. James Eads How, the
millionaire leader of the hobos, and
some of his peripatetic followers.
The start is to be made from this
city tomorrow and the objective
point will be Milwaukee, where the
hobos are to attend the annual convention of the National Brotherhood
Welfare association, which Is to meet
in the Cream City at the end of this
month. The hobos will tramp a distance of about 360 miles. The Journey will be made entirely on foot and
the hobos will subsist on food begged
from farmhouse doors. Not only will
the tramp be novel in experience and
privations, especially in cold January
weather, but the party may contain
a few business and professional men
of St. Louis, who have announced
their intention to participate in the
march partly for reasons of health
and partly because of their interest
in the brotherhood movement.
of

TRIAL OF SNEAD CASE
Newark, N. J., Jan. 9. After delays
and postponements extending over a
year, caused chiefly by the Judicial
inquiry into the sanity of Mrs. Oaro-lln- e
are
B. Martin, the prospects
bright for an early end of the so- called Snead murder case. In, the
Ess-ecounty court the case of Mrs.
Martin and her sister, Mrs. Mary W.
Snead, who were indicted Jointly for
the alleged murder of Mrs. Martin's
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
daughter, Mrs. Ocey W. M. Snead,
In a bathtub in a house In East OrAZO OINTMENT is guaranteed to
ange, in November, 1909, was called cure any case of Itching, Blind, Bleedup today, and It is expected the trial ing or Protruding Piles in 6 to 14
will proceed without further delay.
daya or money refunded. 50c.

SUIT MAY HALT
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CORSETS
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PORTS TO ALLEGED
SHIP TRUST

STEAM-

New York, Jan. 9. Twentieth cen
tury buccaneering on the high seas Is
attacked In an action begun against
the Steamship trust by United States
Attorney Henry A. Wise in the
United States Circuit court. The ac
tion charges conspiracy in restraint
of trade and tends practically to sus
steamship traffic
pend trans-Atlantpending adjudication by the federal
courts. Mr. Wise also admits that
there are criminal aspects of the
case which may later result In indi
vidual indictments.
Under the terms of the Shelrman
anti-trulaw Attorney Wise appear
ed before the court and asked for an
Injunction restraining all and any of
the companies operating the Atlantic
ferry comprised in the Atlantic Conference or steamship trust from entering or clearing at any of the ports of
the United States or ite possessions.
Should the injunction be granted,
communication with Europe will be
practically nullified save by cable.
Federal action 'against the steamship trust is in reality a government
al blow directed against the Morgan- c
izing of
shipping inter
ests. J. Pierpont Morgan has made
his power felt for several years In
Atlantic shipping and the Atlantic
conference is said to have been the
result of his influence.
At the United States Attorney's office it was stated that the evidence
sublmtted to that office in the Hamburg-American
case had largely to do
with the preparation of the complaint.
The defendant lines, alleged to be
parties to the Atlantic conference,
are: Hamburg-AmericaNorth German Lloyd, Red Star, Allan, American, Cunard, Anchor, Holland-AmericRussian East Asiatic, Dominion,
International Mercantile Marine company, Canadian Pacific railway.
The individual defendants in the
suit are Emil L. Boas of the Ham
H.
Gustav
line;
Schwab of the North German Lloyd;
Bryce J. Allan, N: S. Franklin, John
Lee, William Coverly, Charles R. Sum
ner, Adrian Gibbs, Herman C. Van
Post, Alex E. Johnson and Max
Strauss, officials of the various lines
The action charges that the defendants are engaged "In foreign trade
and commerce as common carriers
of passengers and. freight, and more
particularly of third class or steerage
passengers, between ports and inland
points of the United States and ports
of Asia and Africa, and in
respect
thereto violating the provisions of the
act of congress passed July 2, 1890,
entitled 'An act to protect trade and
commerce against unlawful restraints
and monopolies and acts amendatory
thereto and supplemental thereto."
Mr. Wise's
action against the
steamship trust is based on evidence
in possession of the federal authori
ties tending to prove that the defendant companies formed a pool of the
immense steerage business to and from
this country and Europe, as a result
of which all competitors were driven
out of business, and Into what is de
scribed as a conspiracy and unlawful
combination in restraint of trade, ac
cording to the Sherman anti-trulaw,
Attorney Wise charges that the income of the lines In the trans-Atlatio merger for steerage, business alone
has been $275,000,000.
Direct charges are made against
the teamship trust that the Russian
Volunteer Fleet, operating between
New York and Llbau, Russia, was
driven out of business in June, 1908,
after operating only four months. It
is averred that this line was well
qualified to care for the transportation of steerage passengers. Whenever a ship of this line was listed
to sail, it is charged that a mysterious "committee of three," acting
for the pool, arranged for what is
characterized as a "fighting steamer."
This vessel would be scheduled to sail
from Libau at the same time as the
independent liner, and with cut rates
and. a generous advertising campaign
got much patronage.
That the Atlantic conference was
thoroughly impartial in its alleged
la
(tactics of crushing competitors
averred by Mr. Wise in reciting the
case of the Uranium Steamship company, an English corporation, operating the Northwest' Transport line from
New York to Rotterdam. As a result
of the activities of the "committee
of three" this line is seriously affect- -
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superb in design, comfortable and easy fitting,
built upon lines that will
shape the wearer's form in
accordance with the latest
figure fashion.
It is specially made for
stout figures and although
strong, well boned and very
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qualities.
The illustration portrays only
one of the many handsome
foim-btautifyi-

serviceable, is flexible enongh
to "give" to the body movements
and assures easend freedom In
any posture.
As a perfect foundation for
gowns of present mode this
MODEL 063 cannot, be excelled.
Medium high bust, long hips and
back. Cutawoy front and six
supporters. White coutil.

trans-Atlanti-

Sizes 19 to
Sizes 31 to

30-P-

rice

36-P- rice

slender-figur- e
models we
No
trouble
now
are
showing.
to find yours.

new

It is STYLE

565 with low
front,
hips and
bust, 'long
back. No side steels. Six
supporters. White coutil.

85
16

SIZES 18 to 26 PRICE $2.

Guaranteed to Fit, Wear
and Satisfy

Guaranteed to Fit, Wear
and Satisfy
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Another independent

the

Russian-America-

line, the
complaint

avers, endeavored to fight the combination, but .was forced to succumb.
Mr. Wise recites in his petition that
on February 5, 1908, there was held
in London what was termed the At
lantic conference. At this conference
it is alleged, a pool wa3 agreed upon
to manipulate, monopolize, and con
trol the steerage business between
Europe and this country. Among the
articles agreed, upon was one that
no agent should be employed .who
worked for independent lines.
Penalties were provided for failure
to complv with the terms of the
agreement.

WHOLESALE DEALERS- -

TRADE

MARK

ONL Y EXCLUSIVE

JOBBERS IN NEW NIEXIOOT
DEPARTMENTS

SIX-COMP- LETE

Dry Goods Groceries, Hardware,

ACCUSED

EX-BANK-

HAIL ORDERS

Implements,

SIX

Stoves, Vehicles

SSr-3-HOUSES--

3

OF EMBEZZLEMENT

LAS VEGAS,
A. AD'LER FACES JURY
A CHECK.
AT NEW ORLEANS
ERED CAREER

ALBUQUERQUE,

SANTA ROSA

WILLIAM

New Orleans, La., Jan. 9. William
A. Adler, whose checkered experiences in finance have kept him prominently in the public eye for several
years past, will be tried in the United
States circui" court here this week
on a charge of misappropriating the
Ifunda of the State Bank of New Orleans, of "which he was president.
Just prior to the collapse of the bank
some two years ago Adler fled from
New Orleans on an old fruit steamer,
the Alps, which be had loaded with a
full cargo of provisions from the Adler wholesale grocery company. The
steamship was wrecked off the coast
of Honduras and Adler narrowly escaped death, but finally' got safely
ashore. In Honduras he was said to
have recouped his fallen fortunes by
means of mining properties and other
ventures before he was located by
the authorities and returned to New
Orleans to stand trial on an indictment found against him after the
bank had closed. He "was tried a
year ago and convicted, but the appelate court gave him a new trial.
Several weeks ago the federal grand
jury returned a new indictment
against him, containing charges similar to tbose In the first Indictment,
namely, misappropriating the funds
of the bank.

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distilled Water
CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone Mo.in 227.

GROSS, HELL Y mhtf CO.
( Incorporated

WHOLESALE EIER JSmtn&
and Dealer In
WOOL, HIDES and PELTS
--

'.

HOUSES at East Las Vegas, N. M.,
Albuquerque N M
Tucumcari, N. M., Pecos, N. M.,
M
Trinidad, Colorado.
BAIN WAGONS, the Bast Farm
Wagons
RA CINE- - SA T7LEY
CO., Vehhtes
NAVAJO BLANKETS
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WORLD PEACE IN SCORNED BY WIFE SANTA FE ISSUES PLENTY OF WORK BUT ONE WOMAN
A YEAR

IS HOPE

OF CARNEGIE
ESTABLISH A COURT OF ARBI
TRATION AND IT'S DONE,
HE SAYS
New York, Jan. 9. World peace
within a year two years at the outside Is the altrustlc view expressed
by Andrew Carnegie in addressing
the members of the Republican club
Ihere a few days ago. Mr. Carnegie
described the proposed international
court of arbitral Justice, adding:
"Such a court would bring about
universal peace within a year, or I
would give it an option of a second
year. It is possible, in any opinion,
to bring about the establishment of
that court today. I would like to
know what nation would dare to refuse its decision-International boycott of such a
nation, Mr. Carnegie declared, would
soon bring the erring country to Its
senses. Replying
to the criticisms
that having made this money out of
armor plate he was now inconsistent
in trying to bring aobut world peace,
Mr. Carnegie said:
"Benjamin F. Tracey, a former
secretary of the navy, knows why I
went into the armor plate business.
It was because of a telegram from
him that I did it I was in Scotland
and he wired me as follows:
" 'The president says it is your
duty to make armor plate to save the
wasting of our battleships.'
"I did t, though I could make
much more money out of pig iron.
President Harrison called upon me
and I regarded the word of the presi
dent as I would the word of God,
It was my duty to obey."

HUBBY DRINKS

NEW RULE AS TO

IN VEGAS AND

IN TEN IS A

POISON

SUIKASES

VICINITY

G00DC00K

'YOU GO TO THE DEVIL," MORE
THAN S. M. M'COLGAN COULD
STAND

HEREAFTER THIS ROAD WON'T CAMFIELD PROJECT, AGUA PURA TOO MANY DEPEND ON THE
RESERVOIR AND ROAD WORK
PERMIT ANY AERIAL BAGDELICATESSEN
SHOP, AN
GAGE STUNTS IN COACHES
CREATES LABOR DEMAND
EXPERT SAYS

On account of serious Injuries re
Trinidad, Colo., Jan. 9. "You go to
the devil!"
cently received by a passenger on
With his wife's words ringing in an eastern branch of the Santa Fe
his ears, goading him to madness, S, from a suit case falling from a lint
M. McColgan,, a former railroad fire rack and striking him on the head
man after a chance meeting with his the Santa Fe officials have ordered
wife on the street here Friday night, that no more suit cases will be per
attempted to take his own life by tak mitted in hat racks. The need of
ing poison In the doorway of the Sal this rule has been apparent for' some
vation Army headauarters on north time, as the racks are small while
As the death many of the suit cases placed in
Commercial street.
This often
stupor crept over him he stumbled up them are like trunksthe stairs leading to the army bar endangers the safety of the passen
racks, and dropped to his knees In an gers seated below. Although there is
attitude of prayer before the rude al no record of a serious accident from
tar In the center of the room. Here this cause in the west the one whioh
with face buried in his hands, occurred in the east was nearly fatal
mumbling the name of the woman he and caused a big law suit. The meth
loved and who had deserted him for od of enforcing this new rule In Nw
another, he was found by Captain Al meAuu im iut uie oraKeman to go
len of the Salvation army. City Phy through the train and place all suit
sician Dr. G. W. Robinson was sent oases under the Beats or In the alslos,
for and for two hours worked over explaining tho new rule to the pasthe suffering man who it Is said will sengers at the same time. A very
recover. McColgan lies today slowly amusing story is told of a local
recovering from the poison in' tin? brakemnn's experience while trvlnir
aDartments at the Salvation Army to enforce this rule on one of the
headquarters occupied by Captain Al main line trains. He started to go
len, who has been looking after him through tho train removing the suit
csos. He encountered no difficulty
since the first of the year.
Less than twenty minutes before until he came to the seat of a husVy
the college youth who was coming home
the frantic man had touched
met
to for his vacation.
face
he
had
his
to
lips
poison
A very large and well filled suit
face with his wife, who it is said had
left him and run away with another case reposed In the rack above. The
man In Colorado Springs a year ago brakeman started to reach for the
It was the first time he had seen hi-- suit case but before he could touc'a
faithless wife and stepping to her he it the young man jumped up and na
spoke to her In endearing tones. It he thrust the brakeman aside with
is stated that his wife laughed at him one hand he glowered down on him,
BEGIN
RATE ARGUMENTS
and thrusting him aside remarked saying: "Young man when I want
Washington, Jan. 9. The most im "You go to the devil!" Scorned by that suit case removed I can get il
portant public investigation of rail- the woman he loved dearer than life down myself."
Needless to say the brakeman beat
road business, methods and condi itself, McColgan proceeded to a nearby
tions that the country has ever known drug store and purchased a half a hasty retreat and the young man's
was advanced another step towards ounce phial of a digitalis, a strong suit case rested in the rack for the
its conclusion today, when the hear poison. Then he passed out again on remainder of the journey.
ing of oral arguments on the propos- the street and made his way to the
TUBE WORKS RESUME
ed advance in rates was begun before Salvation Army headquarters
whih
the reorganized Interstate Commerec had been his home for a week, and
Lorain, 0-- , Jan. 9. The local plant
The taking of. testi- standing within the shadow of the of the National Tube company, which
Commission.
mony on both sides of the controv- doorway, took the poison. When has been running to a small proporersy occupied the whole of the past feeling that he had but a few minutes tion of its capacity for some time
summer and fall.- The arguments, H to live he staggered upstairs and slip past, today resumed full operations
is expected, will consume about two ped to, his knees In an attitude' ot In all departments. As the company
is reported to have a number of large
weeks, the case of the Eastern, roads prayer before the rude altar.
When discovered by Captain Allen, orders booked it is expected the plant
being argued first and that of the
western roads after.
McColgan was as limp as a corpse. will continue running on full time
With white lips he pleaded with the' for several months at least.
captain that he be allowed to die.
COLONIZATION TAKEN
Please give me something else
SENT HERE
something a little stronger," he beg QUAIL
out
this picture
UP BY CATHOLICS ged. "I want to blot
FOR DISTRIBUTION
from my eyes I want to end a miserable spent life." But Captain Allen
CLERGY PLANS TO TURN IMMI sent for the city physician and the
BIG
GRANTS TO THE FARMS
life of the despairing man was saved. SAN MIGUEL AND MORA COUNTY
McColgan formely lived in Denver, HUNTING GROUNDS
PROJECT FORMED
FOR PROROGATING
and in February of 1909, his wife, who
Las
of
Jennie
was
Parmenter,
formerly
Chicago, Jan. 9. A colonization
Vegas, N. M., is said to become
With the intention of restocking
project, one of international scope, infatuated with another man. That
San Miguel and Mora counties with
which will not only attempt to turn
her
quail, which during recent years
from the was when she was living with
thft tide, of immigration
in Colorado Springs. One have become scarce in this locality,
husband
mea
a
in
but
ciites to the country,
left her home and from that Territorial Game Warden Thomas P.
sure to control immigration to the day she
until
Friday night, McColgan had Gable last week sent to William Harday
United States, Is being pushed by
not
seen
He sought to be per, seventy-fiv- e
'her.
quail from the southan organization of the Catholic
come reconciled to the woman who ern part of the territory. Mr. Harper
States.
United
in
the
clergy
had shared his home for ten years, and J. J. Laubach released the birds-SomThe organization is the Catholic
the scornful gesture and words
but
were turned loose at Sapello,
Colonization of the United States cf
wife thrilled him with a desire north of the bridge. Some were rehis
of
America, and Its founder and first to
end all. It is not known how long
Hand ranch at Los
president is the Rev. Julius E. De his wife has been in Trinidad, or leased at the
Alamos; other of the birds were alVos, pastor of St. John Berchmann's
whether the man for whom she left lowed their freedom along the
Church, Chicago.
river and at Romeroville, while
Is her husband is still with her.
The object of the organization
a dozen quail were released in Mora
three fold: First, to search out the
SCHNEK POISON CASE
county. It is the intention to protect
most avlalable agricultural lands In
W. Va., Jan. 9. Not In the birds for a few years until they
Wheeling,
to
are
which
open
States
United
the
has a criminal case in have an opportunity to multiply,
colonization and direct Immigrants to many years
this city attracted the attention that when hunting will be good in this
unde
to
check
these lands; second,
Is manifested in the case of Mrs. locality during the
quail season. The
sirable immigration to the United Laura Farnsworth
Schnek, which southern New Mexico quail are hardy
the
with
States through
came up for trial in "court today. Mrs. birds and increase rapidly. They are
local clergy in those foreign coun
Schnek is charged with attempting expected to do well here. The ownof
tries from which the great bulk
to poison her husband, John O. ers of those ranches on which the
estabto
immigrants come, and third,
Schnek, a millionaire brewer. Various quail were placed, will prohibit huntlish a church and a school in each
interesting rumors are in circulation ing for several years so as to give the
to
ftho ivinniM formed In order
in regards to the case, one of them birds a chance to breed.
give permanence to the communily. to the effect that the trial is not
The first move of the society vlll
likely to proceed owing to the probbe to send abroad "chaplains of col able refusal of the husband to
A Reliable Cough Medicine
testify
onizatlon" to interest the Catholic
Is
a
valuble family friend.
Foley's
has
T1'9 against his wife. Another report
Honey and Tar fulfills this condition
clergy of Europe in the project.
It that the proceedings will end in
exactly. Mrs. Charles Kline, N. 8th
local priests will be asked to Keep Mrs. Schnek
being found of unsound St., Eastern,
Pa., states: "Several
families
of
informed
these chaplains
mind and sent to a private sani- members of my family have been cured
to
Intend
of bad coughs and colds by the use
within their parishes who
tarium for treatment.
of Foley's Honey and Tar and I am
come to the United States. If the im
never without a bottle in the house,
class
migrants are of the desirable
ARKANSAS LEGISLATURE
it soothes and relieves the irritation
have
to
endeavor
the chaplains will
Ark.. Jan. 9. The bi in the throat and loosens up the cold.
Little
Rock,
them come to the new agricultural ennial session of the Arkansas legis I have always found it a rellehle
cure." O. G. Schaefer and
colonies and stay away from the
lature which Is expected to take ac- cough
les If they are classed as "undesir tion on many matters of state im- Cross Drug Co.
ables." the local clergy will endeavor portance, was
opened at the capltol
A sprained ankle will usually disto dissuade them from Immigratin
here today. No United States senathe injured person for three or
to be elected this winter, but able
tor
is
This is due to lack or
For La Grippe Coughs and Stuffy consideration and action on prison four weeks.
proper treatment. When ChamberColds
cniavVi Hnnev and Tar, It reform, the completion of the state lain's Liniment is applied a cure may
the cold capltol building, prohibition and other bo effected in three or four days. This
lives quick relief and expels
no
liniment Is one of the best and most
contains
It
from your system.
remarkable preparations in use. Sold
re. u. u.
opiate it is safe and
by all druggists.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug uo.
-
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Labor will be In considerable de
mand here during the present year
and every working man who wants a
Job will be able to find It, according
to present Indications. Already the
demand for Jabor is making Itself
felt and will increase, as spring ad
vances. Various enterprises now underway or about to be undertaken are
responsible for the demand for la
bor. Among these is the Cnmflolrt
project The Camfield Development
company announced only a short time
ago that it would rusbto completion
the big storage reservoir on the Las
To accompl'sh this.
Vegas grant.
machinery is being rushed in from the
factories. As quickly as it is ready
for use, which will be In a few days.
it is expected that the force of men
and teams at work on the grant will
be increased materially. It is expect
ed this work will require nearly a
year for completion, so that this
means about twelve months of steady
employment for the men who stick
to their Jobs.
The Agua Pura company's new re
servoir Is employing a good sized
force of men and teams in Its con
struction and the company has had
many extra employes at work for
several days harvest'ng ice.
While convicts will do a great por
tion of the labor in the construction
of the new public highway to Mora
there will likely be places on the
pay roll for several men and teams.
During the spring and summer there
will be considerably more than the
usual amount of buldlng. It is al
ready rumored that a number of
handsome new residences are to be
erected. This wil furnish
employ
ment to both skilled and unskilled
labor. r
have
Enough contracts
already
been let for cement sidewalk con
struction to guarantee steady em
ployment to a good sized force of
men during the entire spring and
summer. If the Presbyterians meet
with the encouragement they expect
in their campaign for funds for the
establishment of a big college in the
Montezuma hotel property conslder- ( Continued

on Page Seven)

New York, Jan. 9.

"The definition
of good cooking must contain these
three adjectives appetizing, health
ful and economical. And under this
definition not 10 per cent of the women who live in cities can qualify
as cooks."
Thus says Mrs. Mary E. Minnot,
until recently at the head of the dietetic department
of Massachusetts
General hospital, and now about to
take charge of a very new and spe-- .
clal cooking school in this city, under the auspices , of the Associated
Clubs of Domestic Science.
"What do you think is the most
common fault of our cookery?"'That there's tod little of it," she
answered promptly.
"The typical city family, no matter
what its income, depends far too
much on the delicatessen shop and
the baker.
"The modern wife and mother is
living under different conditions from
those surrounding the all accomplishBut
ing housekeeper of the past.
at least the woman of today should
give Intelligent supervision to everything that goes on her table and most
of her menu should be prepared at
home. I do not believe that a family
of three persons can possibly be fed
on less than ?15 a week for the food
materials."
Here are some of Mrs. Mlnnot's
"dont's" for cooke: '
Don't fry, except in deep fat, because
that is the only sort not absorbed in
the process.
Don't ever fry meat; broil it over
coals or in a pan.
Don't cook potatoes too long;
they're the worst treated vegetables
on the calendar.
Don't fall to use enough water. in
cooking all vegetables.
Don't serve hot bread if you can
avoid it.
Don't use cold storage products.
Don't serve pastry too frequently,
but don't feel that you must banish
it from the table.
Don't try to palm off unpalatable
messes on the ground that they're
healthful; really good food is both ap
petizing and digestible.

OUR TOWN AND THE MAP
Where is

CARES

Duncan Opera House
Friday, January 13th
A. H. WOODS Presents

The
Girl Taxi
The Sensation

Exceeding:
the
Speed Limit

of

2

Continents

A MERRY MARATHON

1023 LAUGHS

You Can't Afford to Miss It

Entire Lower Floor,

11.50.
Reserved Balcony, 11.00. General Ad. 50c
SEATS ON SALE AT MURPHEY'S AND SCHAEFER'S

Retail Prices-

2,000 lbs., or more, each delivery, 20c
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 tbi., each delivery,
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery,
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., each delivery

Less than

50 lbs.,

-

per 100 lbs.
25c per 110 lbs.
30c per 100 lbs.
40c per 100 Ibt.

each delivery, 60c per

Ibt.

100

AGUA PURA COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the purity and
lasting qualities of which have made Las Vegas famous. Offlce 701
Douglas Avenue.

Primroses
Those pretty little Lavender and
Pink ones that bloom so well

CH

IhM-- i

Las Vegas Greenhouses
Store on Center Street
Phone, Main 462
30

THE STANDARD FOR

I

YEARS

and Paint Specialties
New Mexico Territory Furnished
by the W. H. ROGERS CO.
of Houston, Texas.

INDUSTRIALLY,

it
to America?

Anything?
What is its RANK in the American town development game?
Whats the SCORE?
Are we really IN the game?

It is almighty important, the position OUR TOWN takes in this
race for supremacy among towns.
without YOU and I to
And the old town cannot
We can BOOST, at least, it we do not BUILD.
BOOST.

write tor Catalotme and
.trices.

better than her

include

The
Science of
Selling

A lazy farmer allows Ms crops

a means of presenting the

proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers. To reach this
class in the southwest use the

Farms

OPTIC
WANT COLUMNS

MEN.

No town ever WENT AHEAD without men

must

If it may be termed a science

nght-'battle-

to PUSH her ahead.

run to weeds.

A lazy townsman allows his town to run to weeds LITERALLY and FIGURATIVELY.
Weeds and
Weeds and crops do not come on well together.
town development do not Know eacn other.

Let's cut down the weede.
our ground.
There is a REASON for our town being on the may, els It would
Dot be there.

Let's

OF T1IRTH

FROH 8:30 TO 10:45

Don't Overlook This One

the map?
our town Is on the map?
other than our home folks?

What does OUR TOWN mean,

No town Is

.

OUR TOWN on

Who KNOWS
Who

......

I

-

CULTIVATE

Let us STUDY our town a little.
Find out WHY we are on the map; why
neighbors settled in this spot instead pf some
quiry we probably wUl discover why OTHER
NESS MEN would like to live and do business
will not discourage our ADVANTAGES.

you and 1 and our
other. In making inpersons, other BUSIWe
in our town

After WE know our town, lets tell others; let's pass the information AROUND; sent it ABROAD.
Let's WORK for our town.
Our PRIVATE business is important, and must not be neglect-ed- ,
but our business interests re inseparably associated with the
velfare of the TOWN.
If the TOWN prospers, WE will have a better CHANCE to
prosper.
If we are MAKING GOOD NOW what could we do
MORE FAVORABLE circumstances?

In

FOR THE HOLIDAY TRADE

Brandies Whiskeys Wines
3

Star Hennessy

Brandy
Peach Brandy
Apple Brandy
Apricot Brandy
5

Stars

G. H. Mumms & Co.
17

Different Brands
of Bourbou and
Eye, so we have
your brand.

California Brandy

Pommery

s

Or eatWeste

Sau tern era';
Virginia Dare

Claret

Deidesheimer
Laubenheimer
Niersteiner
Imperial Ri ne Wine

Imported Port and Sherry also White Port Wine.

All Holiday Brands of Cigars

OPERA DAR

PHONE TO
MAINb 110

FAR

What are YOU and I willing to tic to make OUR TOWN more
.
PROMINENT on the map?
j

WinnersOptic Classified Ads.

f
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M. M. PADGETT.."....

Editor
I

, Entered it the Pottoffice at East
Laa Vegaa, New Mexico, for transmia-lothrough the United State Mall
aa tecond clasa matter.

n

RATES

SUBSCRIPTION

Per Year, by Carrier ....$7.50
Per Month, by Carrier... .65
Per Week, by Carrier .. .15
Weekly Optic and Stock Grower,
2.00
Per Year, by Mail

Oally
Daily
Daily

1.00

ix Montha

Advertisers are guaranteed, the
largest daily and weekly circulation
of any newspaper in northeastern New
Mexico.
COLORADO

TELEPHONE

......Main

2
Main
Main 2

Business Office....
Editorial Rooms
Society Editor
MONDAY, JANUARY

S1SNATOK ELK INS'

9, 1911.

l'OWUIt

One of the questions that is going
to disturb congress more or less concerns the reapportionment
of the
country into congressional districts in
accordance with the 1910 census .returns. Several plans are being projected, but the one that . seems to
have the most favor with the members provides for increasing the present number of congressional districts
to 43. This would leave the representation in the house on the same basis
towards the population as has prevailed of late years. Not much of a
hunt is required to find out why this
plan is popular. It will leave the, house
representation of each state Just where
it now is, or increase it as increases
have been made in the population,
and no present member of congress
will lose bis job unless Mb folks
at home give it to some one else. Under any oBher plan, for instance, the
keeping of the number of members
of the house at Its present figure, but
increasing the basis of population on
is fixed,
which the representation
some of the states, which did not do
very well in the matter of Increasing
their population, would have their
representation decreased'. Any plan
which seeks to materially decrease
the number of members, would naturally cut down the representation of
many states.
Under present conditions, with a
membership of 392, the house of representatives is a most unwieldly
body. Even the republican "insurgents" who amended the rules in accord with their own ideas have already found that out And they are
now talking of
their
amending
amendments back almost to the way
the rules stood before, in order that
the transaction of business may be
facilitated. And imagine the chaotic
condition of affairs that would be almost sure to be developed if the size
of the house were increased.
Of course no state feels very
friendly to any plan which may reduce its representation in congress.
But it would seem that if such a re
duction were made honestly, each
state would have a fair proportion of
representation. A state that now has
only eight members might only be
entitled to five or six, under such a
plan, but if all the states were re
duced in a proportionate
fashion,
every state would have, the samepro-port- e
representation that it now has,
even if its delegation were not so
numerically strong.
This would appear to be the better
way out of the dilemma. Certainly
congress ought to hesitate over maka
ing the house of representatives
more unwieldly institution than it
now is. It seems to have just, about
reached the limit in this particular.

Senator Elkins was the putative
author of more important measures
Of legislation than any member of
the senate during his services in that
body, editorially comments the Dal
las (Tex.) News. Few members con
tributed less to their' construction.
Some knowledge of Senator Elkins
observation of his
and a close-rang- e
methods are essential to a full un
derstanding of that paradox. Shrewd
is perhaps the word that best de
scribed Senator Elkins' mentality,
He re solved all propositions into mat
ters of policy; with principles he did
hoc concern himself. Ha had opinions,
but perhaps no convictions. His repubiicanism was an expedience, a
mere convenience; had the vicissitudes of his early career cast him
further south, Indubitably he would
have been a democrat. He favored
protectionism, not because it was a republican tenet, but because most of
the things West Virginia produces
are highly susceptible to the influ
ence of a protective tariff. Senator
Elkins subscribed to none but the opportunist philosophy. To be one of
o
the minority was, in the estimation
inexcusable
an
Senator
of
Eikins,
TWO BANK FAILURES
folly. Given a mind quick to sea the
inevitable and at the same time unThere have been two failures of
hampered by any fundamental creed, banks of considerable size in Now
he had the agility to accommo- York recently. In one of these cases
date himself cheerfully and perfect-J- y it has heen shown that the failure
was due to flagrant mismanagement,
'
to any exigency.
it being merely one of the
cases of wildcat banking. The
Jt waa this adjustability largely
name
while all of 'the details are not
his
have
to
him
enabled
other,
that
at
seems to have resulted also
hand,
no
of
toy
measures
which,
tagged to
from poor banking, although whether
could
it
stretch, of the imagination,
any criminal liability attaches to the
be said that he waa tha author even officers of the institution is not yet
in, part, and with which, indeed, he known.
had little sympathy.
There will be pessimists, of course,
contributed scarcely less in siding who will assert that this presages
tis vanity to make his name conspic- another panic, but unless the general
uous in the mythology of his lin e. public comes to this view, no such
Geniality got itself perfectly defined result will follow.
In the personality of Senator Elklcs.
There is no reason for it. The coun
There has probably lived no man who try is in as good condition as it ever
could put his arm' around the netk was. Bank deposits increased notably
of another with more appears u'.e during the last year. Crops were
than could Senator Elkins. Nor may good. Industry is progressing. ExIt be said that there was any hypo- cepting the "fact that the prices of
crisy in these manifestations. He commodities are unusually high, there
had a genuine love of his fellow-mais little fault to be found wdth our
the spirit of tolerance which results material status.
from the lack of profound conviction,
Therefore there should be no talk
and the charity of one who is sen- of panic, for such talk breeds panic.
sible of his own imperfections. It The country is safe, prosperous and
was his amiability, this cogeniallty, showing notable improvements. The
combined with a readiness to concur faith that years have justified should
with what a keen Intuition told him be shown in it, and that is all that is
was Inevitable, that enabled Senator required, for, far from approaching
Elkins to attach, (his name to mea- another time of financial stress, we
sures of legislation to which he con- seem to be on the high road to the
tributed little and with which he had greatest prosperity we have ever
scarcely any genuine sympathy what- known.
ever. Senator Elkins can be called
a statemen only by those to whom
PACKERS LOSE AGAIN
may fall the duty of eulogizing him.
Jan. 9.
Chicago,
Carpenter
He was an agent of West Virginia in the United States Judge
court to
district
and
in the senate, a business agent,
indictof
the
motion
denied
the
day,
as such he was highly efficient He ed meat
criminal
the
that
packers
as such he was highly efficient. To
them be forbidaccommodate htm was to make cer- proceedings against
den- Contempt proceedings,
argued
tain that he could be relied on to be
was the proper method
the
packers,
offeroccasion
accommodating when
of attack by the government.
ed. He asked favors with the Implied
promise that ha would grant them in
'
AGREE
CAN'T
COMMITTEE
return, nor was he niggard in meaJan." '9. The senate
He
the
Washington,'
the
enjoyed
payment
suring
friendship, and even the affection of committee on judiciary this morning
men who almost despised his political failed to agree upon a report on the
ideals; and for the same reason his resolution providing for direct popu, death will , bring grief to men who lar election of United States senat-orAnother meeting of the commitaccounted tlm in politics aamore
tee may be held later In the day.
tban a shrewd bargainer.
,

-

Good-fellowsh-ip
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NEW RATION ROR LIVESTOCK
the utilization of a

BY to

promise great additional
wealth to western Kansas,
Oklahoma, the Panhandle of Texas
and New Mexico, and perhaps largely
to affect the products of that territory, that seems to be the meaning of the discovery by M. M. SherSherman, manager of the 25,000-acr- e
man ranch In Ellsworth county, Kansas, of a means of utilizing the stalks
of kaffir corn. As a rule, the farmers
have been getting but a small per
cent of the nutrition in the stalks;
in fact, some have thought so little of
them that they have plowed them under after cutting off the kaffir heads..
In spite of the tremendous loss growing out of a failure to utilize much of
the nutrition' in kaffir stalks, the crop
has paid the farmers, and has helped
to make them prosperous.
But the tremendous waste in the
stalks and. blades meant a good deal
to Sherman, who was feeding thousands of head of live stock annually,
and was growing hundreds of acres
of kaffir corn annually.
To make a long story short, Sherman invented a mill which grinds up
kaffir seed, stalk, blades and all into
a meal which the stock relish and
which puts Into them all the nutri-seestalk and blade. The
which Sherman had seen Uttering the
feed yard and going to waste was being converted into meat.
The kaffir corn is made Into a meal
similar in every way. to alfalfa meal,
although not so valuable as alfalfa
meal as. feed. It hs been estimated
chemists that the
by agricultural
value of the corn stalks, leaves and
husks on a basis of the amount of
nutrition therein contained, was equal
a
to
of the entire value of the
f
as much as
crop ra'sed or
the corn. In the .use of the crop the
grain is utilized. But ordinarily on
farms . in the Mississippi valley the
roughage in some cases is allowed
entirely to go to waste and in others
only saved in part. The loss, when
taken In the aggregate is enormous.
How the Meal is Fed
The meal is fed to hogs in a feed
r.
ox made in Imitation of a
A
box with a door covering
at the top and a
opening at
the bottom permits the meal to fail
into a feed trough two and one half
feet wide by sixteen feet long with
side pieces. The entire feed
box rests upon the ground and permits the hog to eat at any time and
prevents the blowing away of the
meal. It was originally expected that
this feeder would be a
but the hogs should be fed twice a
day when it Is used because it 's
found in practice that the hog will
work down more feed than he will
consume if the custom of filling the
feeder only two or three times a week
i9 followed.
Hogs have been fed this meal the
entire winter and were given practically nothing else. However, it is
better, probably, to feed alfalfa or
some other feeds part of the time. It
may be said that there are no hogs
on the Sherman ranch that are close- ly confined. If they have not the run
of large pastures they have at least
the run of lots of several acres in
extent. But this is not a system that
was adopted for this method of feeding but is the system used in the
treatment of hogs on this ranch for
years. The system is one of segrega
tion and scattering rather than one
of concentration and bunching.
"As to the results of this feeding
it can be said, for the two years
that it has been practiced, that the
sows have never farrowed better.
However, a week or two before the
period of farrowing it haa been the
custom to begin feeding corn to the
sows. After farrowing this feed is
not longer relied upon as a principal
feed. Ground kaffir corn seed, mixed
of
with about an equal amount
ground corn, with Bome alfalfa hay, Is
the usual ration fed to the sow and
pigs. If the ground kaffir corn seed
Is not available it is necessary to use
shorts with, however, a less mixture
of corn. The experience on the ranch
has been that ground kaffir corn seed
is quite the equal of shorts as a milk
producer and as a proper food for the
growing pigs. The ground kaffir cornstalk, seed and all, is not, as the analysis that has been made plainly
shows, a sufficiently strong feed for
the little growing pig. The piss
should reach a weight of from fifty to
eighty pounds before this feed can be
used as the principal ration for maintenance. In other words one should
not attempt to use this feed for swne
where bran has proven to be a failure
aaa feed. This applies more partithe
cularly to the sow in milk and
'
little, pig.
, :,
In this connection it' may be frM
the
that corn is the grain
When, it
horse stock on the ranch
becomes desirable, on account of the.
warm weather, to lighten the heavy
one-thlr-

one-hal-

self-feede-

self-feede- r,

.

fee-fo-

s.

--

;

".

r

corn feed it was formerly the prac
tice to mix bran with the corn. But
since having this kaffir corn mUl pro
duct it has been found that the meal
serves the same purpose as bran and
the horse stock has done Terr well
upon it A small dairy tor ranch use
is maintained on, the Sherman ranch,
and it has also been fouiid in practice that the milch cows hav9 maintained their flow of milk as well when
fed upon this feed as if given bran.
During the month of December sev
en pounds per day for each cow haa
been all the grain ration, with nothing else but common prairie hay.
The cows have done as well as at
any other previous time.
While there has been no experiment made with sheep it is believed
that this ground kaffir corn meal,
stalk and all, would, not only be a
maintenance ration for sheep, but iu
all probability, if not wholly, at
least a strong partial fattening ration.

OUR DIS C 0 UNT SYSTEM

stands with relation to other feeding
stuffs. Kaffir' corn grain alone does
not show much larger percentages of
nutritive values than does the kaffir
corn meal with the stalks and leaves
ground up into meal. Mr. Sherman
has developed a machine which utilizes all of the available material in
kaffir corn and makes it an edible and
valuable feed for hogs and cattle.
"This kaffir corn meal," said Mr.
Sherman, "figured in termB of corn
being worth one cent a pound and
bran the same value gives this kaffir corn meal a food value of 6809
cents per one hundred pounds. In
other words one hundred pounds of
this kaffir corn meal is worth 68.09
per cent as much as the same weight
s
of corn or bran or
the value
of corn and bran. Kaffir corn alone,
is about the same as shorts and corn
kernels."'

Has been in force for over two years and
has given universal satisfaction Our
cash 10
prices the lowest possible for
per cent off for cash, think of your saving.
AT

TAUPERT'S

TODAY'S COMPLETE MARKET REPORTS

two-third-

flONEY AND STOCKS
York, Jan. 9. Call money 3
4
4 pe rcent; prime mercantile pa5 per cent. Mexican dollars
yer 4
dollars 45. Amalgamated 64
Atchison 102
Sugar 114
Great Northern pfd. 126; New York
Central 111; Northern Pac. 118
Southern Pacific 116;
Reading 156
pfd.
Union Pacific 174 Steel 74
New

OH YOU ICE CREAM

the West.
Washington, Jan. 9. The EnglishIn central Kansas the grinding of man is
deserting his afternoon tea
the entire kaffir corn plant is, in a for the seductive American Icecream
measure, the utilization of a
to
soda,
according
duct or at least the making use of Stephenson at Liverpool. Up to a
something that has little commercial year ago, there was little knowledge
value as far as the forage is con of this drink in England. It boasted
cerned. For the western part of the only of one soda fountain and this
state and that whole region of Ok was In a department store. But many
lahoma, the Panhandle of Texas, and have been put in this season and
Value of

by-pr- o

Vioe-Cons-

2

1--

3--

3--

1-- 4;

7--

118

;

,

nETAL

New Mexico, where kaffir corn can all have done a
big business. Lemon
New York, Jan. 9. Lead quiet,
be grown with success, the conver is the
popular flavor.
$4.454.55. Standard copper, weak,
sion of the kaffir corn plant into meal
Sot and March, $12. 00 12.15. Silver
the
extend
not
will
only enormously

farming areas of that; region but will
enable the stock growers, if not to
entirely fatten, to half fatten a vast
ly increased number of various kinds
of live stock. On the Sherman ranch
the hogs have been demanding this
feed to that extent that nearly the
entire production has been consumed
by them. But it is confidently believ.
ed that what Is a maintenance ration
for the hog in the winter time is
probably pretty nearly a ' fattening
ration for sheep, as . above stated,
and verys likely for steers. No expert.
ment in feeding this meal to steers
has been tried on the ranch.
The mill used for grinding the
kaffir corn is one built on the SherIman ranch and is an adaption of the
alfalfa mill. The more marked difference between it and the ordinary
alfalfa mill is ihe fact that it is a
instead of a oncylinder
mill. The second feature which dis
tlnguishes it from the ordinary al
falfa mill is in the feed roll which
takes in the kaffir corn stalk. Natur
ally, Instead of the roll gathering n
hay, the feed roll is like that of a
shredder made for the handling of
corn stalks. The uppesr cylinder is a
cylinder taken from an old shredder
while the lower cylinder is one that
was taken from an old threshing
machine. In both Instances possibly
the teeth are a little shorter than
the ordinary cylinder, teeth used In
the above mentioned machines. The
upper cylinder has concaves and also
opposite from the feed roll of the upper cylinder is a beater fanning the
product to the lower cylinder. This
lower cylinder is partially surrounded
by a wire screen, four wires to an
inch, made of No. 12 wire. The lower cylinder keeps pounding the meal
until it is fine enough for a blower
to draw it from the screen and carry
it to the meal bin.
-

ff

f

at

books are now
registration
and will remain so until
January 11, when they will be
closed.
For the city and town
of Las Vegas registrations will
be made in the following places:
Precinct No. 29, at City Hall;
Precinct No. 5, at office of El
Precinct No. 3,
Independiente;
at home of Jose Blea; Precinct
No. 6, at store of Eufemio Lu- cero y Jlron.

f open

f
f
f

1-

-4

Wool

19; fine,

f

f

cows,

$35.

to 10 cents
Hogs
lower.
Bulk,
$7.857.90; hea?y.
$7.087.95; packers and butchorp,
$7.858.95; light, $7.807.90.
Market 10 cents
10,000.
Sheep
lower. Muttons, $3.504.25; lambs,
$5.606.30; fed wethers and yearlings, $3.755.50; fed western ewes,
12,000.

Market

5

$3.254.
CHICAGO LIVESTOCK

ers and feeders, $3.655.70; cows
and heifers, $3.556.25; calves, $7
9.25.

GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Jan. 9. Wheat,
Chicago,
May,
Corn May,
$101
July 96
50
Oats May, 34
July 50
55; July 34
Pork, Jan.
$20.27
Lard,
May $19.22
Jan. $10.65; May $10.32
Ribs,
Jan. $10.67
May $10.12.
3--

f

37

1213.

7-- 8

bulls, $4 5. 15;
western steers,

4

Hogs
lower.

43,000.

Market

5

to 10 cents

$7.758.10; mixed,
heavy,
$$7.808.15;
$7.808.1l);
rough, $7.807.90; good to choloe,
heavy,
$7.908.10; pigs, $7. G0
8.10; bulk, $88.10.
Light,

Market 10 cents
35,000.
Native, $2.504.40; western,
$2.654.40; yearlings, $4.605.7';:
lambs, native, $4.756.45; western,
Sheep

lower.

KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK
$56.45.
Kansas City, Mo., Jan.' 9. Cattle,
14,000,
Best draught beer In the city, at
including 1,000 southerns.
Market 10 cents lower, Native steers the Lobby, of course.

OFF ALL MUSLIN

UNDERWEAR

FOR WOMEN
Petticoats,
Night Gowris,f
Drawers
,,.)
Combination Suits
Chemises
i

.

Cost of thel Mill

-

21,

$4.508.50;
$4.756.25; western

native

stockers and

$36;

calves,

$4.7."

Jan. 9. Cattle, 36,000.
Chicago,
Market 10 cents lower. Beeves, $4.65
Texas
7;
steers, $4.153.20;
Market is
western western steers, $4.255.90; stock-

unchanged. Territory and
mediums, 2122; fine ' mediums,

to cast

the election for the adoption or
rejection of the constitution for
the new state register now. The

f

WOOL
St. Louis, Jan. 9.

great importance that

f all the voters who wish
f their ballots on January

No one is advised to attempt this
work in a small way with small pow-

er. The cost would be so high per
ton that it will make the resultant
feed too expensive for use. Probably
500 acres of kaffir corn is very nearly
the minimum at which any attempt
should be made to grind the kaffir
corn plant.
The cost of the mill itself and its
maintainence, with the necessary
Shafting, belting, pulleys and .other
attachments is not so serious a matter. Fourteen dollars would probably pay for the mill, $750 for the pulleys, shafting, belting and machinery and $400 would doubtless pay the
labor necessary to install.
The cost of the building is variable
as to one's condition and notions- - If
a large storage capciaty for the kaffir corn bundles is erected with conveyors to carry the bundles to the
mill the cost would be, of course,
But aside
considerably increased.
from the power and building $1,500
ought to defray the cost of the mill
doing from 10 to 20 tons a day at an
average cost of $2 a ton.
Mr. Sherman has- fcftd a number of
tests made of kaffir corn meal by
the chemists of the Kansas Agricultural college. Here is the result of
the tests:
Per cent.
Protein
4.40
63.36
Carbohydrates
Fats
2.36
A glance at these figures and the
figures given for other feeding stuffs
shows ?ihbw""well kaffir corn fmeal
.
I
.:.
.Mi-,r1.
v'i u.

of

cows and heifers,
feeders, $4 5. 60;

55.

REGISTER NOW IF
YOU WISH TO VOTE

It is

$5.256.80; southern steers,
6; southern cows, $34.75;

'.

,

Snow White Undergarments, 'included in this
January White Goods Sale. Embroideries and
Laces Reduced 20 Per Cent.

TABLE LINENS SPECIALLY PRICED
EXTRA

SPECrAL VALUES
READY-TO-WEA-

'

R

$35.00 to $45.00 Palmer Suits,

only a few left, at $22.50
$25.00 to $32.50 Suits or
Dresses, good sizes at $17.50

OFFERED IN OUR

DEPARTMENT
$15.00

to $22.5o Suits or

Dresses, your choice

at $12.00

$10.00 to $13.50 One Piece
.

Dresses, ali wool,

This Includes Our Complete Stock of Silk and Wool
Suits and Dresses, See These at

at $8.00
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THE APPROACH

PERSONALS

HASTE TO SAVE
SUIT WAS DISASTROUS.

BIGLEY'S

OF WINTER

C. B. Digby is here from Santa Fe

Cold mornings and nights
means colds, and colds mean

that "disagreeable feeling"
that makes life miserable; to
obviate which the

Our Annual

AN AWFUL BLUNDER

on a hrief visit..
James D- - Davidson of Albuquerque,
was a business1 visitor in Las Vegas
Col. and Mrs. Secundino Romero
went this afternoon to Santa Fe on
a brief visit.
C. E. Farrington, a prominent lawyer of Clayton, is among the bust
nees visitors in Las Vegas.
Dtf E. L. Hammond left this morn
ing for the northwest,, going byway
of California. He will be gone several
'
'" '
weeks.
Judge Henry L. Waldo, New Mex
ico solicitor for the Santa Fe was a
nassenzeri for the CaDital City this

HINTS ON PREPARING

January

HIS

Away.

THIS

Of Rugs, Linoleum and

IN- -

v

FORMAL MEAL.

Sale

Wife's Curiosity It Aroused When
He Telephones Her Not to Give
'His Wearing Apparel

HI
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ROWDIES ARE ARRESTED
Full of high" spirits and probably
equally as well filled with distilled
spirits, a bunch, of young men put on
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COMING ATTRACTIONS

waht

TTHIS

!
"THE GIRL IN THE TAXI"
"The Girl in the Taxi" which comes
to the Duncan opera house on January 13 for a one night engagement
is remarkable for ls numberless complications. No play produced in recent years can boast of half as many
follows
situations to the act. Mix-umix-uorder that
in such rapid-fir- e
the audience finds it difficult to catch
its breath between laughs. Indeed,
were it not for the many delightful
musical and dancing specialties interpolated throughout the piece there is
grave fear that physicians might
have to be called in to attend numerous cases of hysteria. One of the
funniest situations occurs when John
Stewart, a wealthy New York banker, who while pretending Co possess
all the domestic virtues, likes to
have his little midnight lark, meets
his supposedly innocent son Bertie in
a private dining room at Churchill's
Cafe where father and son, without
knowledge of the other, had gone
to keep engagements.
"The Girl in the Taxi is recommended as a tonic of laughter guaranteed to chase away the blues and
makes one the better for having seen
and laughed at the antics and embarrassments of this fascinating lady
and her jolly companions.
In the cast are such well known
players as Bobby Barry, Harry Han-IoGeorge Richards, Dick Bartlett,
Chas. Pierson, George Winfleld, Victor Royal, Pearl Sindelar, Helene
Salinger, Amanda Wellington, Cecelia
Breton, Edna Esmeralda, Helene Ve-o'-a
and others.
p

Optic'a Number, Main 2.
TE3 FSR CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Five centi per line each Insertion
Estimate aix ordinary words to a line.
Ne ad to occupy less space than two
lines. All advertisements charted will
be booked at space actually set, with
ut regard to number of words. Cash
In advance preferred. Phone Main 2.

Help Wanted, Etc.
The most highly rated
and best known firm In America
Eelling groceries by sample to consumers has an origlnU plan to offer reliable, industrious men, en
abling them to quickly establish a
permanent business of their own,
yielding a good Income; goods sold
subject .to trial; no investment;
commissions advanced;
ly settlements; experience not es
sential. Refenrences required. John
and
Sexton & Co., Importers
Lake
and
Who'esale Grocers,
Franklin St3 Chicago.

SALESMAN

h

as
woman
WANTED Work by
or cook.
Adress
housekeeper
,
Mrs. M., care Optic.

"ISLE OF SPICE"
B- -

C. Whitney's company of thirty-fiv- e
people will be seen at the Dun-

can opera house on January 25, in
the musical extravaganza, the "Isle
comes
of Spice." This production
to
a great many
comparatively known
theater-goer- s
through this section of
the country. It is said this extrava
ganza created a sensation in Chicasolid
go where it ran for twenty-fiv- e
weeks. It was then produced in Boston, where It delighted music loving
audiences fourteen weeks and thence
to New York at the Majestic theater
in which place it quickly established
itself as a prime favorite among the
metropolitan theatergoers for a number of months. Absolute novelty is
claimed for the construction of this
musical mixture, and the chorus num
bers are said to be marvels of stage
invention. The musical numbers are
of the singable, whistieable kind and
there is no dou' t but what the most
catchy of them will he heard on the
streets long after the engagement
has been here. Among the most attractive features of the "Isle of
Spice" is a "pony ballet," composed
of twelve little girls, not weighing
over one thousand pounds for the entire lot who do some very clever
work throughout the performance.
This show promises to be ono ot
the very best of the 1911 season and
has been drawing capacity houses
everywhere it has appeared.

lilliitiirfiiH'iL

WANTED Experienced teacher in
E. S.
District 37 for 3 months.
Crooks, E. Las Vegas.

A

For Sale
'

FOK

Two milch cows
calves, one an extra family
Harry Maurice, Sapello.
SALE

and

'

r

'S't'4 1 1 1!

K

cow.

SALE Gentle family driving
horse. Inquire C. McClanahan, Ro
senthal Furniture Co., or 1055
Sixth street.
'

For Rent
FOR RENT A nicely furnished room.
1213 Sixth street.
FOR RENT
$10

room house, 919
Geo.
per month.
7

mr

Til-de- n.

H.

"My

Hunker.

son!'

nil

'Oh papa!

RENT Light
housekeeping
rooms. Electric light and bath.
Inquire 717 Fifth street, or Phone
Vegas 159.

FOR

FOR RENT Well furnished house,
612 Main avenue. Inquire New Op
tic hotel.

SCENE FROM "THE GIRL

RENT Furnished rooms.
Del Chambers, 710 Grand Avenue.

FOB RENT Seven room house with
eiectric lights and bath. Inquire
929 Galllnas.
FOR RENT iFive room house.
920 Galllnas.

Apply

Miscellaneous
MANICURING, Mrs. Maude
920 Washlngtpn.

Ulbrich,

WEST BOUND
Arrive
1:50 P.

No.

9

No.
No.
No.
No.

1
3
7

M.

6:15 A. M.

6:15 P.
6:35 P.

M.

2:10 P.

M.

M- -

Depart
V

6:30 A. M.
5:40 P. M.
7:00 P. M-

9

-

EAST BOUND

Arrive
9:10 P.

No. 2
No 4
No 8
No 10

M,

11:25 P. M.

1:15 A.
1:45 P.

M.
M.

Depart
No- - 2

No. 4
No. 8
No. 10

9:15 P. M.
M.

,....11:30 P.
1:25 A.
2:10 P.

TROTTING HORSEMEN MEET
Buffalo, N. Y., Jan. 9. To discuss
plans for the "betterment of all trotting interests," a national conference
A STATEMENT OF FACTS BACKED
of breeders, owners, trainers
and
BY A STRONG GUARANTEE
track managers assembled at the Iroquois hotel in this city today in reWe guarantee immediate and posi- sponse to a call issued by H. K.
tive relief to all sufferers from conpresident of the Grand Cirstipation. In every case where our cuit. The conference will be followremedy falls to do this we will sup- ed tomorrow by the regular annual
ply it free.- That's a frank statement meeting of the stewards of the Grand
of facts, and we want you to substanCircuit, at which the dates for the
tiate, them at our risk.
coming season will be allotted.
Rexall Orderlies are a gent'e, effective, dependable and safe bowel regOFFICERS
ulator, strengthener and tonic, that
Tacoma, Wash., Jan. 9. A general
are eaten like candy. They
convened at the Puget
nature's functions in a quiet, easy court-martiway. They do not cause any incon- Sound Navy Yard today for the trial
venience, griping or nausea. They of Passed Assistant Paymaster E.
are so pleasant to take, and work so R. Wilson, Paymaster's Clerk Garity
easily, that they may be taken by any and Yeoman Jaquea on charges grow,
of
one at any time. They thoroughly ing out of the
disappearance
tone up the whole system to healthy $2,200 from the paymaster's safe of
activity. They have a most beneficial the cruiser Philadelphia last July.
action upon the liver.
Captain Gill, commanding officer of
Rexall Orderlies are unsurpassable the Colorado, is president of the
and ideal for the use of children, old court.
folks and delicate persons. We cannot too highly recommend them to
Foley Kidney Pills
all sufferers from any form of constiAre tonic in action, quick in repation and its attendant evils. That's sults. A special medicine for all
why we back our faith in them with kidney and bladder disorders. Mary
Abbott, Wolfeboro, N. H., says:
our promise of money back if they C. was
afflicted with a baJ case of
"I
do not give entire satisfaction. Two rheumatism, due to uric acid that my
sizes: 12 tablets 10 cents and 36 tab- kidneys failed to clear out of my
lets 25 cents. Remember you can ob- blood. I was so lame in my feet,
that It was agony for
tain Rexall Remedies in East Las Ve- joints and back used
me to step. I
Foley Kidney
gas only at our store, The Rexall Pills for three days when I was able
Store. E. G. Murphey.
move
about and the
up t.nd
t) get were
all gone. This great
pains
I owe to Foley
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged change in condition
Pills ftnd recommend them to
In the wood. Direct from distillery Kidney
any one suffering as I have." O. G.
to you. At the Lobby, of coarse.
Sohaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
COURT-MARTIA-

LOCAL TIME CAHII

No. 1
No. 3
No. 7

THE TAXI."

no CAusrro doubt

Mrs.

FOR

IN

M.
M.

L

THE

ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

BEST GOODS

OBTAINABLE

AND

BUSINESS

HANDLED

ALWAYS

VICINITY

ne&g

ELECTION

NOTICE

Notice is hereby given by the undersigned Board of County Commissioners of the County of San Miguel,
that on the 9th day of January, A. D.
1911.
There will be held In each
precinct of the County of San Miguel, in the Territory of New Mexico, an election for a Justice of the
Peace and a Constable in the respective precincts, and that the place
where said election Is to be "held in
each precinct In said County of San
Miguel, is hereafter set forth, opposite the number and name of each
.csi.bci.ivt: internet, auu inaue to ho.u
election.
1. San Miguel, house ot
.tanacio Ulibarrl.
Precinct 2, La Cuesta, house o.
itumon Madrid.
Precinct 3, Las Vegas South, house
of Juan B. Maes.
. Precinct 4, Tecolote, house of Flo- rentino Trujillo.
Precinct 5, Las VegaB North, house
of Pablo
6, Las
Vegas Central,
house of Cleofes Armljo.
Precinct 7, San Antonio, house of
Bernardo Martinez.
Precinct 8, Las Vegas Upper, house
of Pablo Zamora,
Precinct 9, Pecos, house of Pedro
Ribera.
Precinct 10, Chaperlto, house of
Florenclo Arellanes.
Precinct 11, San Geronimo, house
of Nicolas Esqulbel.
Precinct 12, Rowe, house of Pablo
A. Sena.
Precinct 13, Rociada, house of Juan
Jose Maestas, sr.
Precinct 14, Sapello, house ot Ole- garlo Montoya.
Prec'nct 15, Las Manuelltas, house
-of Romualdo Perea.
Precinct 16, Union.
Precinct 17, San Patricio, house of
Concepclon Alcorta.
Precinct 18, San Lorenzo, house of
Donaciano Lopez.
Precinct 19. McKlnley. house "f
'
Higinlo Lucero.
Precinct 20, San Juan, house of Flo- rencio Sanchez.
Precinct 21, Casa Colorada, house
of Nativldad Leyba.
Precinct 22, Sabinosa, house of An
tonio LeBlanc.
Precinct 23, San Jose, house of
Juan Segura.
Precinct 24, La Liendre, house of
Lorenzo Tapia.
Precinct 25, Pena Blanca, house of
Cruz Duran.
Precinct 26, Los Alamos, house of
Jose N. Gallegos.
Precinct 27, San Pablo, house of
Jesus. Sanchez.
Precinct 28, Chavez, house of SI
mon Garcia y Montoya.
Precinct 29, East Las Vegas, City
Hall.
Precinct 30, Canon de Manuelltas,
house of Juan Jaramlllo.
Precinct 31, Puertecito, house of
Albino Sandoval.
Precinct 32, El Pueblo, house of
Candelario Ulibarrl.
Precinct 33, Lob VIgiles, house of
Jose Agaplto Martinez.
Precinct 34, San Isidro, house of
Fermln Benavidez.
Precinct 35, Las Galllnas, house of
Claudio Aranda.
Precinct 36, Penasco Blanco, house
of Ezequiel Sanchez.
Precinct 37, El Cerrlto, house of
Epltaclo Quintana.
Precinct 88, Los Torres, house of
Luis S. Montano, Jr.
Precinct' 39, Tecolotito, house of
Ecipio Salas.
Precinct 40, Bernal, house of Ceci- llo Jaramlllo.
Ortiz-Precin- ct

FOR

SHORT

has a climate of unsurpassed healthful- without extremes of heat or cold, having nearly 300
days of sunshine In the year.
The water supply Is abundant and pure, furnished by mountain streams or from wells of no great depth..
The annual rainfall amounts to nearly nineteen Inche, average, occurring principally In July and August.
The soil If highly fertile and easy of working, being generally sandy loam especially retentive of moisture.
Lands here are lower In price than we know of anywhere else
wnere conditions are equally good.
Crops are principally alfalfa, oats, wheat, potatoes, corn and
forage. Sugar beets promise to be profitable.
"Dry Farming," practiced scientifically, u proving to be successful here, a large area being under cultivation.
An Irrigation system to cover many thousand acres surrounding the city is now being constructed.
Mining developments in the adjacent mountains are showing up very promising values. Building stone of superior quality li
quarried nearby.
The Pecos National Forest, w hich Is near, affords excellent
grazing for large numbers of cattle and horses at a nominal cost
Stock raising Is a profitable business.
A great natural pleasure ground abounds
in this National
Forest, with itg grand scenery, Its trout streams and big game.
Beautiful mountain resorts within easy access of the city are
open all the year for health or pi en sure seekers.

Jr

COLUMN

semi-mont-

LAS VEGAS

I

AND CAFE

RESTAURANT

THE LOBBY

SOCIETY

DIRECTORY

CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A A. M. J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 645,
I. O. B. B- - Meets every first TuesRegular communi'

day of the month in the vestry
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
o'clock, p. m. Visiting brothers are
Appel,
cordially . inivted. Isaac
Chas. Greenclay, SecPresident;
retary.

cation first and
third Tnursday In
each month. Visiting brothers cor
dially invited. William H. Stapp, W.
M.; Chas. H. Sporleder, Secretary.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERV,

NO. 2, KNIGhT8 OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
NO. 804 Mcew second and fourth
Thursday In O R. C. ha'.L Pioneer

KNIGHT8 .TEMPLAR--at- Ti
second
Regular concl.T
m
Tuesrt- - in each month at
Masonic Timple at 7:30 p. iu. C. D
Ewher. s. C; Charles Tamme,
Recorder.

J

building. Visiting member are cor
dially invited. W. X. Tipton, G. K.;
E. P. Mackel.

i. O. O.

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. S, ROYAL
ARCH MASONS Regular convoca
tion first Monday In each

F. S

LA8 VEGAS LODGE NO.

1

Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street. Ail visiting Brethren cordially invited to at
tend, Sig Nahm, N. G; Carl .Wert
V. G.; T. M. El wood. Secretary;
W. E. Crites, treasurer: C. V. Half-cock- ,
cemetery trustee.

month at Masonis Temple,
at 7:30 p m. M. R. Williams, H. P.; Chas. H.
Sporleder, Secretary.

NO.
LODGE
DORADO
EL
1,
NO. 13779. MODPYTHIAS
OF
Meets LAS VEGAS CAMP
KNIGHTS
ERN
OF AMERICA
WOODMEN
Precinct 41, Canon Largo, .house of
Monday
every
Meets the second and fourth TuesCasAntonio Coca.
In
evening
days of each month In the W. O. W.
Precinct 42, Romerovllle, house of
tle Hall. Visiting
hall at 8 p. m. Christopher Clay,
corGumecindo Ortiz y Ortiz.
Knights are
Worthy Advisor; Geo. Laemmle,
Precinct 43, Los Fuertes. house ot
dially Invited.

Precinct

44,

Clerk. Visiting neighbors are
dially invited.

Geo. A. Fleming,

Serapio Baros.
Ojltos Frios, house of

Keeper of Records and Seal.

cor-

Miguel Ortiz.
DENTISTS.
Precinct 45, El Aguila, house of Fldencio Lucero.
F. R. LORD
Precinct 46, Emplazado, house of BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
DENTIST
UNION OF AMERICA Meets first
'
Roman Romero.
Office Pioneer Building
Precinct 47, Hot Springs, house of and third Wednesdays of each
Rooms 3 and 4
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
Lorenzo Lear.
Office Phone Main 57
Precinct 48, Trementina, house of hall. A. E. Hayward, F. M.; W. A.
Residence Phone 418
Givens, Secretary. Visiting memHilario Gonzales.
E. L. HAMMOND
DR.
bers cordially Invited.
Precinct 49, Agua Zarca, house of
DENTIST
B. P. O. ELKS
Antonio Mares.
Meets second and
Suite 4, Crockett Building.
Ha
Precinct 50, Casa Grande, house of fourth Tuesday evening of each
phones at office and residence.
Matias Aragon.
month at O. R. C. hall.
Visiting
Precinct 51, San Ignacio, house of Brothers are cordially invited. J. K.
ATTOKKEYS
Cruz Roibal.
Martin, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon, Secretary.
Precinct 52, Colonlas Arriba, house
Geo. H. Hunker
Chester A. Huiktr
of Pablo Barela.
FRATERNAL
NO
BROTHERHOOD,
HUNKER & HUNKER
Precinct 53, Encinosa, house of Do102 Meets every Friday night
at
Attorneys at Law
lores Medina.
their ball In the Schmidt buildln La Vegan,
New Mexico
Precinct 54, Mishawaka, house of vest of Fountain Square, at elgh
D. H. Newcomer.
o'clock. Visiting members are cor
I
Precinct 55, Cherry vale, house of dially welcome. W. C. Dennis, prea ATTENTION STOCK OWNERS
am fully prepared to prevent in your
C. F. Jester.
denO; Frank Revel), Secretary..
stocK, ail contagious blood or germiBOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONRED MEN Meet In Fraternal Broth
cidal diseases; such as, distemper
ERS OF THE COUNTY OF SAN
erhood hall every second and fourth
in horses, black leg in cattle, filarla
MIGUEL,
at the eighth rua
sleep
Thursday,
(bronchitis) in sheep, hog cholera
By Roman Gallegos, Chairman,
in pigs, and a number of others.
Visiting brothers always welcome
Attest: LORENZO DELGADO,
to the wigwam. E. E. Gehrin;
Will also cure any of the above disClerk.
(Seal)
sachem; Waite H. Davis, chief o
eases while others pronounce them
records and collector of wampum
Incurable. Will go to any part of
NOTICE OF HEARING
the territor) when called by responthird
E.
and
Meets first
F. V.
Tuesday
sible parties. Write for terms and
Territory of New Mexico,
evenings each month, at Kraterna
fees. Address, Dr. G. S. Montoya,
County of San Miguel, ss.
Brotherhood hall. Visiting Brother
1206 Natlonal'avenue, E. Las Vegas,
In the District Court.
are cordially incited. B. F. McGulrt
N. M. Phone Vegas 224.
In the Matter of the Petition of the
President; E. C. Ward, Secretary.
Board of Directors of The Las Vegas
Irrigation District, praying that the
be and la hereby fixed as the time of
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
proceedings for the Issue and sale of
Coal Land)
hearing the said petition; said hear(Not
the bonds of said District may be
of the Interior, U. S. ing to be at the court house at Las
Department
examined, approved and confirmed by
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. Vegas, San Miguel County, Territory
the Court. No. 6947. Notice of
of New Mexico; and It la further or12, 1910.
Hearing.
Notice Is hereby given that John dered that the clerk of this court
To All Whom It May Concern:
W. Grimes, of Cherryvaje, N. M., who, shall give and publish a notice of the
Notice Is hereby' given that the
on May 6, 1909, made Homestead En- filing of said petition and of the said
Board of Directors of The Las Vegas
Section day fixed for the hearing thereof; and
No. 010006, for SE
the try,
Irrigation District have, on
9, Township 16 N., Range 21 E., N. that any person Interested in the or30th day of December, A. D. 1910,
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of ganization of said district or in the
filed a petition in the District Court
Intention to make Final Commutation proceedings for the Issue or Bale of
of San Miguel County, Territory of
to establish claim to the land said bonds, may on or before the date
New Mexico, praying that the pro- Proof,
above described, before Robt. L. M. fixed as aforesaid for the hearing of
ceedings in said petition set forth for
U. S. Court Commissioner, at said petition, demur to or answer unthe Issuance and sale of the bonds of Ross,
Las Vegas, N. M., on the 20th day to said petition.
said district, be examined, approved
And it is further ordered that the
of January, 1911.
and confirmed by thle court, and be
said notice, including a copy of this
Claimant names as witnesses:
declared to be legal and valid obliHerbert Smith, of Gonzales, N. , order shall be published In the Las
gations of said district and a lien up- Bartholomew B.
Schwelger, of Cherry- Vegas Daily Optic, a daily newspaper
on the real estate in said district.
N. M., William Smith, of East published in the City of Las Vegas,
vale,
That the said district court of San
Las Vegas, N. M., John M. Stubler. San Miguel county, Territory of New
Miguel County has heretofore on,
Mexico, as provided by law.
of East Las Vegas, N. M.
the 31st day of December, A.
Done In open court this 31st day of
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register
D. 1910, entered Its order fixing the
Dec 13 Jan 18
December, A. D. 1910.
hour of 10 o'clock a. m. on tho 28th
CLARENCE J. ROBERTS,
day- - of January, A. D. 1911, at the
ORDER OF COURT
Jan 25
Judge, etc.
Court House in Las Vegas, San MiTerritory of New Mexico,
guel County, Territory of New MexCounty of San Miguel, es
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
ico, as the time and place for the
In the District Court.
hearing of said petition; that all per
(Not Coal Land)
In the matter of the Petition of the
sons Interested In the organization of
Department of the Interior, U. t.
Board of Directors of The Laa Vegas
said district or In the proceedings for
that the Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Dec.
District,
praying
Irrigation
the issuance of said bonds may, on or
for the issue and sale of 12. 1910.
before the date fixed for the hearing proceedings
Notice Is hereby given that Herbert
bonds of said District may
the
of said petition,
the 28th day
and confirmed by Smith, of Gonzales, N. M., who. on
examined,
approved
of January, A. D. 1911, demur to or
the court. ' No. 6947. Order of Court. October 26, 1909, made Homestead
answer said petition.
Be It Remembered, That on the 31st Entry Serial No. 012004,. for Lots 1
That on said 28th day of January,
of December, A. D. 1910, the and 2 and S 2 NE
day
Section 2,
A. D. 1911, at the hour of 10 o'clock
of Directors of The Las Vegas Township 16 N., Range 21 E., N. M. P.
Board
a. m. at the Court House, La3 Vegas,
Irrigation District, presented a peti- Meridian, has filed notice of Intention
Territory of New Mexico, oi at such tion to the Honorable C. J.
"
Roberts, to make Final Commutation Proof,
time as the hearing may be adjournto
court
of said
establish claim to the land above
praying for tne
ed to, the eald District Court of San judge
examination, approval and confirma- described, before Robt. L. M. Ross. U.
Miguel County will proceed to hear
tion of the bonds Issued by said dis- S. Court Commissioner, at Las Vesaid petition and examine the pro
trict, as provided by law, and that gas, N. M., on the 20th day of Janceedings upon which said bond Issue the court fix the time for
the hearing uary, 19iL
Is based, for the purpose of ratifying
of said petition and for an order that
Claimant names as witnesses:
and confirming the said bond issue,
the clerk of said court, give and pubBartholomew B. Schwelger, of Cher-If said proceedings are found to be
lish a notice of the filing of said peti ryvale, N. M, John W. Grimes, of
regular and according to law.
tion and the hearing thereof.
Cherryvale, N. M, George A. HumphBy order of Court,
And the court being now sufficient- rey, of Shoemaker, N.
M, Manuel D.
JOHN JOERNS,
ly advised In the premises doth order A. Maes, of Gonzales, N. M.
Clerk of the District Court San Miguel that the 28th day of January, A. D.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
Jan. 25 1911, at 10 o'clock a. m. of said day Dec 13 Jan 18
County.
-
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NORMAL EATS 'EM

INDIGESTION GOES
IN FIVE MINUTES

UP ALIVE AT

GREATEST BALL
PLAYERS FROM

to

m people

If what you Just ate U
i
souring on
your stomach or lies like a lump of
liV
lead, refusing to digest, or you belch
LiUL
gar and eructate sour, undigested
food, or have a feeling of dizziness,
heartburn, fullness nausea, bad taste
FOR SECOND TIME THIS SEASON, in mouth and stomach headache this
FELLOW DOESNT HAVE TO BE
The constitution adopted by the conwill rurnish ample security therefor, the
Is indigestion.
not too high a price to pay for independIT DEFEATS HIGH SCHOOL
CITY BROKE TO BECOME
vention
met
which
OcA full case of Pape's
in
Santa
Fe
to be paid into the proper fund.
Interest
ence.
during
costs
Diapepaln
BASKETBALL
TEAM
A STAR
tober and November is now before you and
(only 50 cents and will thoroughly cure
The experience of the people of other
Ample provision is made for the mainyour
will be submitted for your ratification at
stomach, and leave,
states
proves that the additional expense li
tenance and support of the public school
Saturday night the Normal Uni- sufficient about the house in case some
Star baseball players as a rule, are
an election to be held on Saturday, Janumuch
more
than offset by the increased
Means
are
system.
provided for holding at
versity's bunch, of husky basketball one else in the family may suffer from born In the hamlets, not in the big
21, 1911.
-five
least
ary
months
value
of
school
of
all
each
In
cities.
stomach
roperty under a state governyear
trouble or indigestion.
players, defeated the Santa Fe high
district
every
where
outlying
are
the
of
limit
fans
ment
now
Ask
Just
sing
Philadelphia
to
show
your
you
pharmacist
The Republican party of New Mexico,
school on the latter's own court by
local taxation would not furnish' sufficient
the formula plainly printed on these ing the praises of Eddie Collins, John
worked faitufully to secure the passthe score of 40 to 19. The game was
having
funds.
The Enabling Act grants to the atata
Baker
Frank
Chief
Bender,
Coombs,
cases, then you will undersomewhat closer than that played by
for the schools and state institutions about
age of the Enabling Act for the admission
stand why dyspeptic trouble of all and the rest of the Athletic tribe.
the two teams Ciere several weeks kinds must
There must be uniform system of text
5,750,000 acres of land and a certain porof New Mexico, and believing that the
none of the present
go, and why they usually Practically
books for all public schools and they must
ago. But the result was practically relieve
tion of the proceeds of sales of all public
Constitution prepared by the convention Is
stomachs or Quaker heroes first saw the light of
sour,
never In doubt, the Normal gaining
not be changed oftener than once in six
lands within the state.
indigestion in five minutes. Diapepsln day in quiet Philly, and very few
the best so far adopted by any state of the
the lead early and holding it to the is harmless and tastes like
years.
the
in
debut
burgs.
made
large
their
candy.
It is of the utmost importance that New
Union, heartily endorses that Constitution
end. Ellis, Koogler, Gallegos
and
It's indeed, rather interesting to
though each dose contains power suffl
Mexico
should be admitted as soon as posdistrict
Judges,
and
attorneys
Comstock played the best game for ceint to
and urges that you give it your approval on
practicaldigest and prepare for aasiml look up the dope on the men who
all officers are to be elected; and generso that these lands may be selected
sible
ly
the Normal. As usual they were mix- latlon Into
election day.
the blood all the food you took part in the recent big series be
before all the good public lands are dls
ally they can not immediately succeed
ed up in every play. The Normal's eat; besides it makes
you go to the tween the Cubs and the Athletics, in
themselves
in
office.
of.
posed
The
one
conhundred
to
defense
to
enabled it
the
break table with a healthy appetite; but, which the entire baseball world was
strong
delegates
up Santa Pe's plays before they were what will please you most, Is that you vitally interested, and note the places
vention were chosen representatives of the
The schedule continues in force, until
The income from the rentals and sales
vrel started.
Following the game will feel that your stomach and lntes. of their birth.
of this land would furnish a large revenue
people of every locality in the territory.
repealed by the legislature, all the laws of
the Las Vegas boys were given a tines are clean and fresh, and you will
Perhaps no one player on either the
for the support of the schools and public
the territory of New Mexico no in conflict
They worked earnestly and faithfully for
reception by the pupils of the Santa not need to resort to laxatives or liver Chicago or Philadelphia team came
with
the
institutions
Constitution.
and very much decrease the
fifty days preparing fundamental rules of
Fe high school. The lineup:
in for more attention than Eddie Colpills for biliousness or constipation,
burden of taxation.
government which would secure and preNormal
and
A careful reading of the Constitution
University Ellis
This city will have many Diapepsln lins. Now Eddie is a real high-broserve the rights and liberties of the people.
will show that every subject of governKoogler, forwards; Gallegos, center; cranks, as some people will call them being a graduate of Columbia univer
It should be unnecessary to say anyComstock and Stewart, guards.
ment has been carefully provided for, and
but you will be cranky about this sity and to look at him one would
thing to those who have lived under a terThey had before them the constitutions of
Santa Fe Highs Stephens and Will-so- splendid stomach preparation, too, If never guess that he first saw the
that if the people should desire any changes
ritorial form of government, about the
the forty-sistates of the American Union;
to meet present or new conditions, they
forwards; Frye, center; Ervien you ever try a little for indigestion or lit'ht of day in Millerton, N. Y. Just
of statehood.
desirability
from
knowown
from
and
and
these
their
and Sherman, guards.
can amend the constitution, except ae to
gastritis or any other stomach misery, where Millerton Is located Is a rather
ledge and experience, they adopted proviPeople In all ages have fought for
At Albuquerque the Normal boys
elective franchise and 'certain other rights,
Get some now, this minute, and for difficult question to answer, but it
their independence, the right to govern
sions
which they believed best suited to
were handed a dose of defeat, the ever rid yourself of stomach trouble suffices to say that it is somewhere
by a majority vote.
themselves.
final score being: University of New and indigestion,
in New York. No doubt it will now
conditions in New Mexico. The result of
There are always public enemies.
Mexico, 21; Normal University, 19.
become famous as the home of Eddie
their deliberations Is submitted to you as a
The people of New Mexico have strugThere are always people who are dissatisThe locals had the lead from the beCollins.
safe and adequate constitution for a great
under a territorial government for over
gled
fied
with everything that may be proposed.
lack Coombs, who did the heavy
ginning until the latter part of the
years and It speaks well for the charsixty
state.
are
There
sovereign
democrats
who
certain
are
opgame- Five fouls were called on the
CALENDAR OF SPORTS
hurling for the Athletics, is now listacter of the people and the wonderful natto
the
admission
of
New
Mexico
a
as
posed
Normal during the last few minutes
Kenneof
pd in the city directory
FOR THE WEEK
It contains everything neceeBary for a
ural resources of the country that there
state under a Republican administration;
of lay, from each of which the unibunk. Me., if that burg is fortunate
has been a gradual Improvement during all
state
under
Constitution
of
the
and
government
there
are
demaalways
irresponsible
versity Bcored. Had it not been for
enough to boast of such a luxury. It
that
time in education, in government, In
the United States.
gogues trying to deceive the people.
this occurrence, the Normal had the
is generally supposed that Jawn is a
conditions
of living and In everything that
Mondayreal Maine stater, but such is far
game safely tucked away In its right
makes for a higher and better civilization.
There are careful limitations upon the
They are all public enemies of the peoNational convention of trotting from being the case, as Le Grande,
hand vest pocket
ple of New Mexico and they are the only
powers of the legislature.
The Normal boys made a good horsemen at Buffalo N. Y
Iowa, claims Coombs as its favorite
But during that time we have seen sucones opposing the ratification of this conand
f
the
Ohio
Pennsyl
Meeting
son. it e hard to say wnicn is the
showing and have gained much in
cessive waves of prosperity sweep over the
No
stitution.
no
and
exclusive
special
privileges
Le
or
experience and ability by their trip. vania Baseball League at Cleveland, worst
place Kennebunk
country, which have enriched the people
franchises can be granted.
Grande. It's a cinch both are loneMany false statesment have been made
They expect to take the measure of Ohio.
of our neighboring states but of which very
but no one has been able to point out a
Opening of eighth annual midwin some enough on a stormy winter
the university men when its team
little crossed the harrier of territorial govThe rate of taxation and the amount
comes here for a return game dur ter golf tournament at Pinehurst, N. night.
single section which Is not for the best
ernment into New Mexico.
of public indebtedness are limited and the
interests of the people and fair to all alike.
ing the latter part of the season. C.
King Cole, who practically kept the
.We want to elect our own governor,
Annual winter meet of New Eng- Chicago Cubs in the running last
incurring of new Indebtedness must be auThe team was accompanied by Dr.
One misstatement is about the public
judges and other officers.
Frank II. H. Roberts, John 'Clark land Fox Hunters' club begins at summer, first jumped into fame as
thorized by a vote of the people. In case
debt to be assumed by the state. The facts
Bedford, Mass.
Baker and Lawrence Clark.
the star pitcher of the Bay City,
any law should be passed by the legislature
are:
We want a voice in the election of the
Opening of annual bench show of Mich., team, but Bay City is a long
which is obnoxious to the people, they can,
of the United States.
president
Club.
Des
Moines
Kennel
the
(la.).
The Enabling Act requires the State to
ways from Cole's native heath. Mr.
LODGE SESSION
ENJOYABLE
by a petition signed by ten per centum of
Lewis vs. Bandeman Rice, Cole was born in Toledo, not the
assume
the
New
the
debts
of
of
Harry
Territory
We need two senators and two repreAn enjoyable session was enjoyed 20
the electors, have the law submitted at an
Mexico and of the several counties thereof,
rounds, at London, Eng.
sentatives in congress to see that New Mexhustling Ohio burg of that name, but
by the Las Vegas lodge of the FraAbe Attell vs. Joe Coster, 10
election for their approval or rejection.
wide spot in the road in the wilds
including certain railroad aid bonds of Sanico gets a square deal along with the other
ternal Brotherhood Friday evening. rounds, at Brooklyn, N. Y.
ta Fe and Grant counties. The Constituof
Iowa.
Cole
When
asks
anyone
spates; that a fair share of the money apThe officers who will direct the afCorporations are to be under the regBob Moha, vs. "Dixe Kid," 10 where he was born he hastily replies
tion declares that the State will assume
propriated
by congress for publio Imnext
fairs of the lodge during the
ulation and control of a state corporation
these debts and issue bonds therefor; but
rounds, at Buffalo, N. Y.
Toledo and then shifts the conversaprovements be expended within the state;
twelve months were installed with
it also provides that a tax be levied on the
commission to be elected by the people.
tion. He is anything but strong for
and that the millions of acres of land withTuesday.
Following
appropriate ceremonies.
property in each county to pay the interest
his
Iowa
of
the
held and tied up in reclamation and other
of
stewards
place.
debutting
part
of
the
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meeting
and
were
served
this, refreshments
The plan for the regulation of rates of
and sinking fund for that county's share
Athletics
the
of
Y.
Cy
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really
Morgan
at
projects, be thrown open to settlement at
Grand
Circuit
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the
an informal dance furnished much
of the bonds. Each county will pay its own
e
railroads and common carriers is believed
sure enough
a
looks
like
the
earliest possible moment.
Pomerof
the
show
bench
Annual
of
pleasure for those present. The
debt and will not have to pay any portion
to be the best and most effective yet adoptClub of America, New York specimen of the genus homo, yet the
anian
were:
installed
ficers
The wise statesmen who negotiated the
of the debt of any other county.
family Bible hasjt that Cy first hit
ed by any state. Instead of the slow proCity.
President, Fred Phillips; vice-preof Guadalupe Hidalgo, which transtreaty
old
Pa.
at
this
earth
good
Pomery,
Opening of the first automobile
The railroad aid bonds will be paid out
cess of appeal and litigation through the
dent, Mrs. James Cook; secretary.
this territory and its inhabitants to
ferred
do
who
not
those
benefit
of
For
the
Minn.
St.
in
Paul,
of the proceeds of rentals and sale of one
Miss Carrie Shock; treasurer. C. H. show
several courts, which prevails In other
the United States, realized that the people
Leach Cross vs. Cy Smith, 10 know, that's not the Pomeroy where
million acres of land granted by congress
com
Bally; chaplain, Mrs. Laura McNew Mexico could not hope to achieve
of
Mexico
the
New
states,
'corporation
make
'the
New
grape.
A. C.,
they
for that purpose.
Call: sereeant at arms, Oscar Phil- - rounds, at Fairmont
their
highest destiny under a territorial
dimission will enforce its orders through
Frank Chance and Orvllle Overall
MrsEva York.
Una! mistress at arms.
of
form
government. They stipulated that
of
Lands
Public
The
of
Commissioner
of
sons
two
are
Cubs
native
rect application to the supreme court of
Sam Langford vs. Joe Jeannette, of the
Jones; inner doorkeeper, H. Martin;
at the proper time New Mexico should be
Mexico states that he can Bell enough
New
12 rounds, at Armory A. A., Boston, California, who swear by the land oi
'
the State, which will be always In session
Baker;
outer doorkeeper, James
admitted to the enjoyment of all the rights
of that land immediately to pay off th9
sunshine and flowers and other
Mass.
and
for that purpose.
Mills;
Drs.
Bradley
and privileges of a sovereign state.
physicians,
about
remain
will
bonds
that
there
howand
One
would
10
things.
hardly think,
George Cotton vs. Tony Ross,
musician, Mrs. Effie Green; trustees,
650,000 acres which will go to maintain the
ever, that two such fine athletes
at Pittsburg, Pa.
After long years of waiting, the proper
This commission will have power not
Ed Gehring and Will Doll; finance rounds,
would sail from Fresno and Visalia
public schools.
time
has come.
Wednesday.
to
and
but
committee. James Cook and Frank
to
tates
fix
compel
only
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refuse to take
respectively.
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So
lose
will
the
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Miss
escort
nothing by
team,
people
Biz Mackey vs. Willie Houck,
the railroads to furnish adequate transporRevell; captain of
' On Saturday the 21st day of January,
the blame for the occurrence.
payment of these debts, the counties will
tation facilties and to provide and mainMaud Thompson.
rounds, at Mount Vernon, N. Y.
From the way Frank Baker plays
1911, will occur the most important election
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of
lower
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interest
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get
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you would never think that
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by
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think
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trusts,
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to vote for statehood.
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state government will cause increased taxasomething for Frank for putting the
of trade.
PAINFUL & DANGEROUS vs. Yale, at New York.
If you want to be freemen; if you want
tion. It is time that there will be additionon
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map.
Annual meeting of Society of Auto secure for your descendants the priceal expenses. A careful estimate of the
The costly fee system is abolished. OfHere are the birthplaces of other
Rheumatism is due to a diseased tomobile Engineers, at New York
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' doctor " the spot that hurts, and it is Sask.
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moves every
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delphia Automobile Dealers'
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on
name and address plainly on the back, Remedy, which I used fov a bad case
freedom from its misery.
advice
medical
will forward you a free sam- of kidney trouble. Five bottles did
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all
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

I

All high grade tonics' used

jtte's

Automobile, carriage and
sign
painting by a practical painter. 429
Grand avenue.

They are small and medium size, sound and
very juicy and are fine keepers

Clean, hot towel, each and
shave, at Sanitary Barber
N'agle & Buhler.

Pounds for 25 Cents

Mrs. W.

The Store of Ike Davis

1

II

I

-

H&jy

White Cleaned Oats
Corn Corn Chops
and

SHIRT SALE

Before

Than

THE E. ROMERO HOSE

ltlid-iUitit- er

I

&

FIRE CO.

Carnival Ball

fpfwl'

FEBRUARY 22, DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE

Two Orchestras, Continuous Music. Several Distinct and New
Something doing every minute. Cake Walks, Merry
Widow Prize Waltz, Clowns Contest, Crowning of King and Queen,
300 extra chairs already arranged for.

Features.

Shop.

Dennis is ill with an

The Greater Las Vegas band v iV.
rehearse tonight at 8 o'clock In the
armory. All the members are urged
to be present.
There will be installation of officers
this evening by the Odd Fellows and
Rebekph lodges, the ceremonies taking place Jointly.

Timothy
Bran

C-

every

attack of tonsilitls and is obliged to
remain indoors at her home on Fifth
street.

3 Cents

tL

at Not

barber shop.

Bread and pastry made in our own
bakery. The White Kitchen.

Wine Sap Apples

at

Bigger, Brighter, Better
Ever

LOCAL NEWS

About fifteen hundred pounds of home grown

In lots of 50 pounds or oyer,
Per Pound, at

'

1

We Have

6
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The regular monthly meeting of
the Ladies' league will be held at the
reaidence of Mrs. P. T. B. Fest, 1037
Eighth street, tomorrow afternoon at
2:30 o'clock.
Boots and shoes made to order for
cripples a specialty. My old customers and the public are generally invited to call and see me. Joe Martin 521 Sixth street.

Additional machinery for use in
the construction of the bg Camfield
irrigation project arrived yesterday'
by freight from Denver and today
the work of transporting it to the
scene of operations was begun. This
will be considerable of a job as the
"dinky" locomotives for use on the
tramway system gave the men who
unloaded them considerable trouble
last week. In taking one of the engines from a flat car a rope was
hitched to a telephone pole near the
store
Continental Oil company's
houses. As soon as pressure was put
upon the rope the pole was broken
off short, putting out of commission
The
some of the rural 'phones.
damage was repaired at once.

It is likely that a patrol of the

Ve-

Members of the Normal basketball
were
team say that two "ringers'
used against them in the game with
the Santa Fe high school Saturday
evening. These are Wilson and Frye,
who are said to have played on professional basketball teams.
Frye, it
"Mooching mendicant" is the name is alleged, played on Hans Wagner
that might be applied to a gentlemen professional aggregation of basket
who was arrested this morning by tossers in Pittsburg, Pa.
the police and told that the motto
The fourth number on the Santa
Las Vegas reserves for such persons
course will be
The man had been Fe entertainment
is "Hurry On.
A concert comheld
door3
eatables
for
back
at
the
night.
Saturday
begging
of Laa VegaB homes. The police an- pany from Chicago, which S. E. Bus-aenounced early in the fall that they
superintendent of reading rooms,
would not permit of thl3 practice. pronounces to be the best ever, will
of the
Owing to the policy, adopted by Ibe furnish the entertainment
officers this year there have been evening.
fewer hoboes in Las Vega, than for
Chapman lodge No. 2, A. F. and A.
"eerni winters.
M. will hold a special communication
Work
Mrs. A- M.' Bock, aged 33 years, tonight in its lodge rooms.
died this moriJn& in her apartments. will be done in the M. M. degree and
Mrs. Bo; had been in New Mexico it Is expected that a large number
several weeks for the benefit of her of the members of the lodge will be
health. Pert o; the time she spent present.
at a mountain resort, but cama io
It i3 rumored that one of Las VeLa9 Vegas about five weeks ago. Her
husband is proprietor of the Bock gas' popular young married couples
Printery in Chicago. Tha boiy was has decided to try the single life
prepared for shipment by the Las again. This is quite a' suprise to
Vegas Undertaking company. It like- their friends and it is hoped that the
ly will be he'd here until the arrival blanket of discord will soou be patch.
of Mr. Bock, who will take it to Chi- ed up.
cago for burial.
The Normal basketball team will
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president play a return game with the terriof the New Mexico Normal Univer torial university team of Albuquerque
sity, has been asked to give his lec in the near future. A game will be
ture "Humor and Pathos in Travel" arranged fQr no later than next week,
before the students of St. Michael's according to the present plans.
college and Loretto Academy in Santa Fe February 1. He has consentTwo big race meets will be held in
ed. Dr. Roberts will give the same Santa Fe this week at which hordes
lecture .Friday eveninng of this week from all parts of the territory will
in Mackel's hall for the benefit of contest. The first will occur tomorthe Church of Our Lady of Sorrows. row and the second on Thursday.
The lecture is an interesting one and
is illustrated with steeopticon sildes.
Word has been received in Las Vegas that Dr. William Curtlss Bailey,
Territorial Mounted Policeman Apo- - who has been seriously ill in Chicago,
lonio A. Sena has returned from is convalescing.
Caaaus where he arrested EHas Sil-vwho is wanted in Grant county
SPECIAL MEETING CALLED
on a charge of seduction. Sllva will
Wednesday the board of county
be taken to Silver City for trial soon. commissioners will hold a
special
Details of the case are not well
meeting for the purpose of issuing a
known here. Officer Sena was asked
proclamation for the election for the
to arrest the man, having been given
adoption or Rejection of the proposed
a description
of him. He located
constitution, which is to be held JanSilva easily and went to Casaus and
uary 21. The commissioners also will
arrested him.
appoint three judges to officiate in
each precinct during the election.
Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Lyon will re One of these is to be a democrat
move tomorrow from the Max Nord- - while the other two will be
republi
haus reaidence on Douglas avenue, cans. The appointments
will be
where they have resided for nearly made from recommendations made by
a year, to the home of R. J. Tau- the county central committees of the
pert, 408 National avenue. Mrs. Nord- - two parties. The commissioners also
haus and the children, who have been will meet in special session eight
spending considerable time out of days following today's election to
town for several months, will return canvass the returns.
They will meet
this week and the Nordhaus family the same length of time following the
will again occupy their residence.
election of January ill.

a large number of
patterns. Neat jf igures
and stripes, all good
styles, short bosoms,
just what you want
during thiscold weather. Not all .sizes of
one kind, but all sizes
in the lot, sizes 14 to 17.

Boy

Scouts will be organized in Las
gas soon. George Fitzsimmons, secretary of the Y. M. C. A., met wRh
a number of the boys of the city Saturday and talked over the project.
The boys showed much interest and
is believed they will enter into the
movement
with enthusiasm. Another meeting will be held Friday
evening at which formal organization likely will be affected.

We place on sale
today a lot of men's
stiff bosom shirts in

Shirts Sold all the Way From
$1.25 to $1.75, We
-- -t
Offer Choice of lot at J
We throw in a lot of golf

shirts worth up to $1.25 at
-

the same price.

GREENBERGER
"A Square Deal"

Before Storing
Our Line of
Heating Stoves
Wt Will '

r,

ii

R

P

Las Vegas Rofler Mills
Phone Main

ESTABLISHED. 1876

o'clock.

Pirst Rational Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico,
First National Bank Building, 6th St.
JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, Ass't Cashier
general banking business transacted.
Interest paid on time deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.

This morning the city schools open
ed after a two week's holiday vacation. A large attendance is reported.
the boys and girls seeming glad to
be able to return to their books after
two weeks of unadulterated fun. The
first semester's work for the high
school will be closed in two weeks.
City Marshal Ben Coles was this
morning able to; be down town after
his lengthy illness. To the surprise
of his friends he looks almost as
husky as he ever did and to tho3e
who clasped his hand expecting it to he
weak, he gave a shock by nearly
squeezing their fingers Into a pulp.
Ben says he is feeling
"fine anl
dandy."

Women
Armour's
cSfc LUMP
Toilet Soaps

0'?1

SCREENED
Anthracite Coal, all sizes.

Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

D. IV. CONDON
Foot of Main St.

Phono Main 21

Our Chase and Sanborn's High Grade
Coffees and Teas
Meets the demands of all classes, rich and poor, high and low,
inasmuch as they are good, pure, wholesome drinks, at comparatively a moderate cost.
To see it is to like it,
To drink it is to enjoy it
To speak of it is to praise it

,

Yesterday's pretty warm weather
the cause of a large number of
young people going to the canyon on
sating trips. The ice is said to be
good. Yesterday the liverymen en
joyed a brisk business and every
auto in town in running condition,
was In use during the afternoon.
waa

The

&II

The Ladies' Guild of St. Paul's Me
morial Episcopal church will hold an
open meeting on tomorrow afternoon
at 3 o'clock at the residence of Mrs.
Hallett Raynolds, 1037 Sixth street.
All members and friends of the guild
are most cordially invited to attend.
Tomorrow night at W. O. W. hall
on Sixth street, will be held the first
meeting of .1911 of the local Modern
Woodmen of America camp. It Js
planned to have a fu'l attendance of
the members who number upwards
of fifty. The meeting is scheduled for

131.

1

A

The Ladies' Aid society of the Me
thodist church will hold their regular
monthly meeting tomorrow afternoon
at 2:30 at the home of Mrs. A. H.
Spelcher, 715 Seventh street.

We ask you to give Chase and Sanborn's coffees and teas a
trial and be convinced of their merits as luxurious and beneficial
j
drinks.
i

Transparosa

Complexion
Glycerine,

Ladies, can you walk gracefully in
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
a hobble skirt? The E. Romero Hose
the Opera Bar. Served from bar
at
and Fire company will offer a prize
Shampoo.
to the young woman who can dance rels on the bar.
best in a gown of that description.
The company also has made arrangeREGISTER NOW IF
ments to have Mrs. M. J. Holly, a
f
YOU WISH TO VOTE
Denver coatumer, come here and help
those who intend to attend the dance 4- It is of great importance that
arrange their masques.
all the voters who wish to cast
Carnation .
their ballots on January 21, at
David Jones, who has the job of
Violet
the election for the adoption or
from the
the
engines
moving
"dinky"
Lilac
Hot Springs branch to the Camfield f rejection of the constitution for
Rose
the new state register now. The f
reservoir ,site, is finding the task a
Sandalwood
are now f
books
difficult one. It is likely a tempor
registration
so until
will
remain
and
to
laid
to
be
will
have
track
get
open
f
By sending three wrappers from ary
January 11, when they will be
any of the above soaps, and four cents the engines to the worka.
for postage to Armour & Company, Art
closed.
For the city and town f
Dept., Chicago, yon may secure
of.
Las
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registrations will 4
This
the'
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depart
f
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beautiful Art Calendar.
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Precinct JSTo. 29, at City Hall;
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Precinct No. 5, at office of El
team on the association court. The
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to
f
be
Independlente; Precinct No. 3,
interesting
game is expected
at home of Jose Blea; Precinct
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f No. 6, at store of Eufemlo Lu- - 4
Meals served any hour of the day f cero y Jiron.
GROCER.
(wenty-flv- e
cents. White Kitchen.
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Chase and Sanborn's

Sole Agency.
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Armour's
Sylvan Soaps

f

H.

STEARNS,

:

Off

15

REGULAR PRICE

J, C. Johns cn

&

Son,
"Complete Furnishers of the rlome"

The Modern

Start Right

Method of Ironing
Shirts

Make One Good
Resolution

is the "presa machine" method,
the process we use In our
laundry.
shirt
By this system your
bossoms are ironed ' without
friction, motion, or undue wear
from any cause. The shirt
bossoma are placed upon the
flat, softly padded Ironing
boards and presses against the
steam heated ironing plate
bring held there until ironed
i.nd dry.
There is no motion, so no
stretching and no pulling of
your shirts. They keep" their
better
and v ,,wear
shape
longer. And our process gives
a handsome domestic finish
that even hand ironing, cannot,
Continued patronage
equel.
will prove to you tha we both
make your linens looks better
' r "
and wear longer.

For i9ii
and Use

Our Fresh

Roasted
Coffee

BOUCHER
The Coffee Man

--

.

P.

S.--

Will

Grind

to Suit You.

Las Vegas Steam Laundry
Phone Main 81.

"Supertar"

The Graaf & Hay ward Co. Store I;
'

a,

Make a Reduction of

TONIGHT

BARGAINS
Misses and Childrens' Coats
value, now
12 Misses and Childrens' Coats
$6.00 value, now
20 Woman's Coats $6.00 value

20

2.60

$3.50

THEATRE

CRYSTAL

'

now

MOVING

PICTURES

Womaa'a

15

4.50
4.60-

7.50

now

is

Program changes Sundaj',
Monday, Wednesday
and Friday

-

Coats, $10. value,

Women's and Misses' Knit
Mittens. 35c to 50o value, now.
and Childrens
?50 Women's
Knit Mittens 35c to 60c value,

200

.2(

20"

now

Just in a beautiful line of Tailor

For either acute or chronic kidney
disorders, for annoying and painful
urinary irregularities take Foley Kidney Pills. An honest and effective
medicine for kidneyC and bladder
O.
G. Schaefer,' and Red
Cross Drug Co.

Made Woman's and Misses Skirta
latest styles at very low prices, also
300 Men's and
Boys' hats nobby
drummers' samwere
these
styles,
pa
ples and will close out at 33
cent off.

' Tony Faust Bud weiser beer la
on tap at the Opera Bar and Is one
of the Dnest draft beers served over
any bar in the city. "

Romero Mercantile

3

Co.

DEPARTMENT STORE.'
I

'

